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Capt. James Koger, of Paducah
.4




The Rev. J. It. Henry Preaches
Eloquent Sermon.
Stores Are Closed at Murray This
Morning and Men Listen to Sermon




All Sign Resolutions Condemn-
ing Practice and Pledge
Their Support to Effort of
flowety
Murray, Ky.. April 9.-1 Speetal)----
I :ke the militant ministers of the
Revolutiona-ry da-yir.- the Rev. T. b.
Cline, who is holding a revival even-
PROSPERITI IS REPORTED gg !link- services at the Metthodist
church at Murray, laid- aside his even-
l y. limit. work for a time this morning,
sett preached a strung sermon de-
Marion. Kr. AMA 9-- - 41.141evial./ maturing night riders. He took as
A well *Waged esne1011- of the Frst'-i- s eubj,ci "Man." and be told the
ion lartIWOt°0• of Use ;'"vidoililisis story of his civilisation under runs-
191.!!t .4atluntuwa-we--10lea, CaIne to a el"•'' this arl'u'imili• at. ,enipbasiziug the liarlevrisui of night
lit Dix" ii• l'"le""741 as tire 1 rl4ilng, and the reaction sure to fel-
Iii meet:lig nom, 'letobrr. rie Itel. Lie i.ilich lewlessmas. Every store it.
James F. Pre-.. of Marion. and Mr. 'thc town eiceed at S o'clock, and th''
James Koger, of -Padoceh, wer.• elect-.
dslieatts to the general ateertably at_the cementation
chin di was crowded with men. At
of the services, the
Kansas , Rev. T. L. Cline called on the menKan of
The opening sermon was preached the congregation to sign a let of res-
ts,' the retiring nioderatoe the Rev. J. o'utions condemning night riding, arel
R. Henry, of the Kentuek). AvetIM1 not a man failed ,to put his name
church. Paducah. Hie subject. -Too down.
l'hin of God in Every Manse Lif." was
eloquently and convincingly handled.
sitoveasor as moderator Is the Rev.
J. E. MeCuliong. of Hend•-rson.
During the business sestina). It wao 
deeply deplore the lawless condition
brought eut that the prerbytery 
has now existing in the county, in that
Clever and honest farmers living ligno.r.. than its proportion of the
!Leda. anti all the churches are pros- outthe remote 
parts of the county with-
io ring spit-Ana:1y.  protection are at widnight's hour
• :dragged fr
som their beds by bands o,
ME 1-1:-AL-141:1014 1-44  4maeked and armed men to their 
great
ti 11111 gel/WAV NIETIHODUIT..alarm and terror, some of these farm-,
tern being most cruelly beat and.
- /grinned.. and- we dotereur pledge "vine'
A s'tt'a ..f ir viva! writers began seiveg in nii -innitor ways to avak and
•
•
Th set-glees are held in the lecture do his fun duty as sueh grand juror.
orn of the ehurch at 7-l1ft ,that he will then ate4 there step aside
The public ts eordially 'girded. lan4 let 11-is place be filled by a man
-
who will do his who:e duty. We
LITTLE HDPIC 1W %NV SORT
!pledge ourselves Ita friends of the to
1W nETTI.K.MENT HELD OCT. harm association in all lawful efforts
- to contrel the sale of that prodart.
Loinsclile. April 9.-- (Spertal.)--
but as firmly put ourselves on record
The joint rommil-tee of the western ,as being wed to btoiessness.„.
Keutucky miners and operator. syre
G. A. Klein, J. C. Rudd. W. N.
too-k at work but prospects fora vet
liumphreye. J. M. Pool, M. P. Leak.
ti. !tient are poor.
'ft. P. Singpson._A. I. G. Wells. 11r11
113. .111cCeen. C. A. ilood. IC. A.
lileghcs, T. J. Howard. A. B. Perry.
tj B. Hay. W. -M. Vithsetine,- A. L.
;Ranger. W. D. Clanton. I. N. Baldwin,
lW. N. Beale, Will Harris. W W.
,Stubblefield. Nat Ryan. Tit: Miller,
riatnes Carter, T. J. Holcomb, H. B.
Scott, F.. M. Holland. W. T. siefic
W. L. Fulton. K. F. Ranks. C. F.
Dale. W. H. Story. H. P. Wear, :1. R.
(Ivry. W. fie Love, J. V. Mayer, K.
Downs. W. F. Peterson. W. S. Swann,
W. B. Grogan, Canis Adam.. John
The resolutions follow; 
•
"We. the undersigned citizens and




Loulsvihe. April 9.-Ifisievial 1 --
(oiernor Willenn in as interview to-
day said that night riders are on the
run. Many of them have left the
state, He declared convictions are
curtain.
invitettuna have been extended to
tobacco ,growers forced to leave Ken-
tuck, to go to Loutigiana.
eg
Grain Market.
St. Lonfs.".%to . April 1.- U'heat. 9i
2e; t%gru, lier; Oats. eelie
*WI In- Stolen.
Mollie, Texas, April D. Eight ,hun-
dred dollars In money trout the treas-
ury department at Washingtoft to the
lc:Ismer, and lwerehaots National bank
at Plano. were stolen from the safe,
in the Pacific Express company's of-
** at Plano.
WEATILICIR.
•h,"..,•••• t, ,a 10,111
Or I I t4lay iisrouer Highest
temporousee yeeterilny, tosgeo to.
Ibis (Mk ,
Ii Ft evening a* the limudway lis.1".!art for law and order and against
elSt 4 hunt The. G. T. Sullivan




"We most earnest iy implore our
('Iigist," enumerating the points .
I neees•ar between Ogren smug 
eireutt judge, Hon Thomas P. Cook.veva. y 
to empanel a grand jury that will not
-h-s- propie for a sneeessfel revival. • -
as. a large altegoistie.• for the wink at these ontreges. that his honor 
Frank Pool, R. M. Rhsenhooler, H. E. LIMO. respe•-ted eitiv ea .4f this OA-
'Leer.. i .
seelement even.ng 
,In his rhurge to the grand jury will Wall, Boyd Wear, George W. Downs. 1tY._ died suddenly yeeterday afternomi,.
'demand if there heSinitic man J. B. Wail, W. F.. Homphreya. te heart tailigre Tine funeral will he
1)1 8°1Iva° 'Hi speak tonight 'n 
"The Office Work of Me Holy Spirit." 
thereon who. through fear, lutimida Thosewere all the men present. [held tomorrow and eiternient at cal-I
"lion. sympathy or other thing can not curt
BIG STICK AFTER SEVEN ALLEGED NIGHT RIDERS ARE ARRESTED
ANARCHISTS WHO BY SOLDIERS IN CALLO WAY FOR WHIPPING
WRITE SEDITION FRANK MARTIN----ALL OF THEM ARE IN JAIL.
President Sends Special Mes-
sage to Cougreas Urgipg
More Laws on Subject.
He Will Refuse Use of Mails to
Reds' Periodicals.
ceased 
W - -Out (if to the memory of th-e-
late John T, Fisher, assistant postmas-
ter of Paducah. who died Tuesday RONAPARTE'S OPINION IS SENT
evening, the postoflice in closed' this
afternoon between the hours of 2 and
5 o'cleock. The flag is at half-mast.
Theild e hounyorstawiegereravaecohte thttrdead uheot e di' Roosevelt'atihn n agilon,specAtita 
inesitgetoeon.
from Washingtent. i West) today reoetnneendgel _stringent
1 legialatime- looking- 1.4dite-eeptseeeeksia-2-__e:1-71-•:-.
semination'of anarchistic literature.
,
of anarchy, Igularly in the Ms-Clopto.i.n.r.JoLae ssillyt-earn: C.. iMi .. slketatgegrit.. W articw.tiie
ton,
W. Baker, J. H. Churchill, C. B. rill -
dent power to Prohibit the use of the
holds the statutes give the presi-
F. Berry, J. D. Sexton. J. W. Parley. , mans. for the advocacy of murder.E. H. Riley, N. B. Barnett, J. L. Mar-
tin, T. F. Pogue, T. B. Wrtght. 0. T. 
arson and treeson, and says he will
act, but that there •Ilould be furtherHale, IL B. Gibbs. 0 E. Chunn, J. 1V.
Hicks, W. 0. Wear, C. H. Bradley. :;:gb411:dtatrezr's• olri*ahattYll fis°houplar bre ppeubr:
J. J. Moore, E. W. Alderson, G. N.
A. Downs, H. Williallla. L. Robertson. milted circulation if t propagates an-
archistic opinions. naparte's letter,
Bailey, gem Bynum, Jr., E. 8., Diu- reviewing the exis g statutes with
stud, .W. 1.. Whitnell, E. P. Phillips. reference to the e f the malls, ac-





Wells, W. W. McElrath. L. M. Oeerby, -- ' s t
J. H. Radford. P. Holland, Walter G.
Johnson, Leslie Pogue, Bernard Whit-
nell. Hall Hood. J. R. BoatrIght, J.
K. P. Wells, D. A. Wilson, H. W.
tocington, Ky.. April 9.-(Spe:Keidel. James Steward. U. U. Utter-
cial.)-The Kentucky Lotteback, Wade _Crawford..Lee .Waters.
--T. L. Burton. J. R. Schroeder, Cherie, pe-n-Y and promoters were fined $27,-
Eaker. P. F. Witerfleld, R. A. Hoo- TOO- in federal_ court and 'agreed to
per,--K. Reber/am - H., 4e-eilvirentett-611"kaa--- ' -- ,  













COUNTY JUDGE A. J. G. WELLS. "Clayton. A. Q. Alight, E. P. flanks,
Asher Graham, W. R. Bray, Jesse
Lassiter. Tom Williams, J. R. Gatlin,
Dille Meyer. D. -W. -Morris, J. E.
Owen. P. G. Churelift. S. H. Pitt;
Dies Hugging Gold to Hie Breast-
Evansville, Ind., April 9.- -Dr. W.
W. Dailey, one of the wealthiest phy-
siding of Southern Indiana,' was
found dead In bed today at his home
at Belvin. hugging-his "strong" box.
containing his fortune, lie did net
believe in banks. The box which has
rot yet beta opened is supposed to
centain a great amount of silver and
gold. Dr. Dailey died from heart dis-
ease.
PARDON FOR MOUNT
An effort la being made to secure
the pardon of Willis Macit. Clio kill-
ed Willis Nutty. a j ey., in this
city about seven years o, and who
Is nowtdoing a seventeen year term in
the pealtentiary. It its said most of
the court officials have signed the pe-
Mime *Media/HI be heard Monday.
SOLDIERS TELL ABOUT NIGHT RIDERS
AND THEIR REGALIA IN BLACK PATCH
Calloway County Officials De
Not Ask For Protection For
Themselves or Town, But
For Planters in Country.
, Ks.. April 9.- - (Special.)
-A trip over the Black -Patch clearly
shows that the county authorities of
Calloway county are acting in con-
cert wells the soldiers ahd displaying
more nerve and Consideration for the
planteca _A9. distalst
stretches of the county, than they are
most other places; -where midterm
have been asked for. Calloway coun-
ty •ofilciale said from tho start that
they do not care for protection for
thetneelves or for the town of Mar,
ray, but for the tobacco platifers of
Palloway county, who have bean"
filthily subject to whippings Asti
worse torment. in most of the other
towns where the authorities are lot
aetually In sympathy with the ninht
redone the. Sr.' tearful- Of their own
safety anti have asked for troops to
protect thetireeliPS
'This, of reunite is partly due the
fact that the eon n Iles eentig10•• to
Calloway are not infested, while her
exposel sele is prote•ted be the Ten-
nestles. river, and the authorities have
no deep-rooted public sentiment te
rope with.
111_110111c of the cotintioe It as be-
lieved a few enuhtv otfl, tale are really
night Mtge
The preeence of troops Is having a
good effect, and it Is safe to say there
have been no clashes as reported once
or twice.
"Have you met with any night
riders?" a trooper WO!: asked.
"God, no;" he replied. "That's
what we've -been trying to do. But
we got so ems, to them in Christian
county one night that one of the tio
taehment picked up a white milltare
scarf. dropped' bp a fleeing nigh.
rider.
"They've stopped wearing white
handkerchief* and ,masrles with eye
holes in them," continued the we-
dier. 'They were too dangerous
Row fl% 'Wier liTinle I Tr-tinge-7as
shaped black handkerchief arras, the
lower pert of his Nee, enneesling.it to
the yes, wtieh are shaded by the hat
helm. When the tie. ()ratty for the
•11.1.••=••••-•--
(Continned on Page Two.)
CHARGLIt WITH FX)ItelEllY,
Assigeew Wormers% Omen] From
Nettie ria vele In Pollee 1'01.
April $.--Rev. Andrew
Wormier. meson tb elbetinati front
The Netherland*, Ima Wee arrested on
a charge of pastillas worthless checks
ROY IS SAFE
Perla, Ariel it Paul R. chanted
with killing hie . bibeher-in-taw.
George reeking. In New Heurpshlre,
Wilt-aot-baseilvea-te thst Belted States
bY nano*.
DR. HALL DEAD
1.1E410 Cypress. April 9.- t Special ir




A rule has ben issued by Judge
Reed for Mollie Ns' set% who ran a re-
sort at Ninth strtet and Kentucky
avenue, to appear before bim and
show cause why she should not be
Calloway Grand Jury Venire.
The list ,frutt. whit h the panel of the Ca!loisay county grand
Jury will be s••lecied, wailkawn from the jury wheel at the last
term of court before night riding had gained impetus in Callow..
county., The majority of the men are representative citizens and no
trouble is anticipated in securing a panel of twe:ve good men and
trne. Nine men-can return an indictmentini All ere farmers except
those whose occupations are indicated. The Het Is: John 0. Webs-,
Shiloh; John C. 011iv.•r. Moody: Noah Chambers, Harris Grove;
Charles C. Smith, Kirksey; John H. Key*, former county clerk, Dex-
ter; Thomas W. lealte„„Ki.rkitey; J. C. Denham, Harris Grove: A. F.
Tidwell. Coldwater; +1. C. Hodge, tobacconist, Brandon; J. 'H. Clark.
Shiloh; J. C. Swift, Eirksey:' Ed Owen, banker, Murray; Lucius Curd,
Murray: A. B. Lamb, railroad foreman. Murray; W. R. Carson, Kirk-
sey; E. D. Miller, Hazel; J. L. McDaniel, McDaniel; W. D: Edmonds,
New' Providence; G. W. Overby. Murray; A. J. Slaughter, brick
manufacturer, Murray; Atria Edmonds, Alrksey: Enoch Sherman
Harris Grove; F. P. Slum, hanker, Murray; Tom Lamb, Hazel. !
pwusomisahsedwasfortise od nitsetmplitce. TeshsertNere.t.
BRITISH CABINET 'SIX ARE KILLED,cently for seining beer without a 11-
cense, whl:h is alleged to he a nota-
tion decreed by ledge ,Reed a year
ago, restraining her from allowing P.
house to be used for any immoral or
unlawful purpose.
STOLE CHECK AND MONEY
Mrs Joe hambiet. of 703 Sopth
Ninth street. reported to the police
this morning that some one entered
her residence last night and stole a
handbag containing about $7 In
money' and a check for 9100 given
on the First National bank of Cairo,
tile, by the Cohan. Alger Lumber
company of Cairo. Payment has been
stopped on-the ehei k.
A. J. Acheson reported to.the po





Albany. N. V., April 9-After
thrilling and tempestuous a struggle
an has been witneesed 'here 'Ince tit'.
KO cents' gas contest, the senate de-
betted the Agnew-Hart anti-racing
gambling bills by a vote of 25 to 13.
Hughes will, in all probability, call
an extra session of the legislature, un-
less meantime he aticeeetle In jamming
hrough the bine he wants.
klughes sent a special memadet to
the legislature. urging the necessity of
pattaiug thy anti-raee track gambling
tells. Senator 0-adesstetterly attaelted
tee, weenier, paying he is becoming
a' common scold. Senator MeCarreit
chanted tgat the meioses in ag knew
to the senateeatA erSed theelinate to
send the Meastite back to the signer-
see. Unitise h • It•/en i l in hl,• else!
busisteetv-- , • e.
I Paris, April 9 --Rioting has gi. n
piggy. to assassination in LisIsin s -
oral men were shot or stahhel entrees




-Biarrite. April 9.-Herbert H. As-
quith is ;reeelvine meaty coneretula-
lions on his appeitteultaitge
tie has had several audienees with
King Edward, ION chittg and dining
with his majesty. It Is understood
that some di tails as to the personnel
of-The cabinet remained to be settled
in LondeOn.
Asquith declined to divulge, ane
thing -with regard to the new cabinet
lle started for home at noon after
another audience With the king. Re
will spend the night in Paris and will
reach Loudon Friday evening.
' Cabinet Changen. •
'London. April 9.-Herbert H. As-
tilth who has gone to Biarritz to lea-
king Edward with reference to the
formation of a new cabinet, will re
turp to leodon Friday.
The IThecinklle: laTiri- inky he ree
seeded as good authority, gives the
following forecast of the probable
changes In the cabinet: •
Helfe-Atiquith, prime minister and
first lord of the treasury: David Idoyd
George. chancellor: Lord TWeed-
month, president of the council; Este
of Crewe. seeretary of state for the
colonies; Reginald McGenna, first lord
of the admiralty.
B-LOODSHED IN LISBON
Chicago, April 11.--de D. Keeeland.
wealthy stock broker. committed
Suicide by *hotting himself through






Better Element of Citizenship
Rallying to Support of Coun-





Murray...Ky., April 9.-Seven men,
all young Lod 'Middle aged. oggigt. ar-
rested this ineinfpg by a BOA of
soldiers under command of -010WO
Gicens, charged with being members
of the band of night riders that has
infested the Tennessee river district.
The men captured are Ed Thompson,
Bub Duncan, Jake Ellis, Jack Elkins,
Dumas Miller, Harden Lovett and
Cato, Elkins. When arraigned be-
fore Judge Wells he fixed tjteir bonds
the 
seriousnessattlOand 01 01e ffe2,0 -00 .anccoses h ia rding toh s
cherged with committing. None was
able to give the bail and they were all
rent to the couety jail. They will be It
elaroatglit out Saturday morning at 11
o'clock for a preliminary hearing be.
fore Judge Wells. They are charged
with whipping Frank Martin.
No trouble was experienced by the
soldiers in making the arrests. The
arrests are said to be but a beginning
of what will be made within the next
two weeks. The information against
land.
the en was secured by the court of
Inquiry Conducted by "Judge Wells
and through the activity of John 1101-
STRUCK BY TRAIN
GOING TO FUNERAL
Chicago. April 9.-Five women
whit* elturning from p Num, were
killed .when the carriage In which
they were riding was struck by an
ieeetric train on the Chicago, Aurora
and Elgin railroad at Maywood, a
west end suburb of Chicago, and the
driver died a few hours later at the
hospital to which he haebeen taken.
The dead are: Mrs. F. Rohloff. aged
65. and her daughter-in-law, Mrs.
Pau: Rohloff, aged 29; Mrs. Cherie,
Dressel. Mrs. Minnie Potthoff, _and
Frank Newman. All were residents
of Chicago.
The carriage was cut In two and
the rear portion carried' several hun
dred feet along the tracks before the
train could be stopped.
'The train proceeded after the an
tident and the first notice of the oc-
eurrenee wits rece144 renal wticitw'
several miles further 'west, when as
official of the company telephoned to
Maywood asking that an ambulance
he seat to the scene
. The wrecked carriage was the sec"'
ond in the line, one having already
crossed the tracks. The driver is
thought to have driven on the right
of-way In the belief that he had time
to cross since the approaching train
Wats plainly visible from the point
where the accident occurred.
McD FEROUSON IN TOWN
Ridrone Commeltioner Mae D. Fer-
gieon was here this morning enroute
in liendereon to invtattgate crossings
teat are ea'd to be dangerous. IF
v. ill gO front Henderson to
to attend a meeting of the commission
After the meeting Mr. Ferguson Kites
to Hot th>rialPetosletud-severat- weeks--
The Situation.
Murray, Ky.. April 9.-leurray ha.s
been so quiet for the last week that
citizens almost feel alarmed, fearing
that it really is a calm before a storm.
Since the arrival of the mounted sol-
diers the citizens, who had -gathered
In the Mornings to hear the recital of
the story of some one being whipped
or visited by night riders, now awaken
to learn that the soldiers, who cover
the entire county each night, bring
reports that night riders have ceased
operations.
In a small, dingy room In the "old
clerk's °Mee," geich is all that re-
mains of Calloway county's historic
rourt house, three men, otheers of the
Law, are sitting in daily session that
often extends Into the small hours of
the morning, taking bepositionl and
Piling up evidence that will event-
ual)°, result In the arrest and censer-
Hon of the member.; and leaders of
the Calloway county division of the
general order of night riders, and re-
afore law and order in the good coun-
ty of Calloway. Those men are '
County Judge A. J. G. Wells, County
Attorney Napoleon H. Barnett and
Sheriff James A. Edwards, Supported
In the execution of their processes
and in compelling a *emotion of hoc-
Waits of the night -riders by sheer -
force, the °Metals have a brave set of
deputy sheriffs, led by the Intrepid
John Holland. and a detachment of
31 mounted Infantrymen of the Mid-
dlesboro company under Capt. J. L.
GivenAnd Lieut. N. .1. Wilburn,
Organizatiou Complete.
When the reporter called at Judge
Wells' °Mee the little court of Inquiry
had just finished taking the depose
tine of a countryman who lives in the •
night rider district.
"I bilis. nothing to give out," sale
Judge Wells, "more than I can tell
Yon that as the investigetion pro-
grosses we find that the ntght rider
movement is of more serious conse-
'went° in C,ailoway county than wail
Deemed of when the first efforts
were made to suppress it. Instead nr
'ming eomposeer of a hand of theught-
ess boys led by hot-headed leaders.
gai and it a well-developed organiza-
tion that' has eine since passed the
boyhood stage
soldiers will not leave Murray
soon and the effort to restore peace
ind muesli the perpetratoce of out
rages will not stop with the next Res-
ton of the grand jury unless effective.
work Is done by that body, which I
hope will be the rase."
A great deal of interest attaches to
the coming sessions of the Arend jery,
ejecti eonvenes when Judge Thome.
P Cook opens court Monday morning.
Judge Cook Is bed front flirtation
ounly, where he held enure and lhas
had night rider ranee before him
-
- tomatoes,: oo pogo aurramull •
KOKOMO WOMAN GIVES A FORTUNE
Menne at Mrs. Vora B.
In the past few -years Mrs. Cora B.
Miller has spent $125,000 in giving
medical treatment to a faleted•women.
Sometime ago we announced in the
columns of this paper that she would
send free treatment to every woman
who buffered from female diseases or
More than a million women have
arcepted this generous offer, and as
Mrs. Miller is still receiving requests
from thousands of women from all
parts' of the world, who have not yet
used the remedy, she has decided to
CciligiSIK the offer for *While Iowa,
at"teast.
This Is the simple, mild and harm-
less preparation that has cured so
1:Ramy women in the privacy of their
own horns after doctors and other
remedies failed.
It is especially prepared for the
speedy and permanent cure of lucor-
Miller. Kokomo, lad.
rhot-ti, or whitish discharges. ulcera-
tion. displacement or falling of the
womb. Profuse, scanty or painful
periods, uterine or ovarian tumors or
growths: also pains in the head, back
and bowels, bearing down feelings,
nervousness, creeping feeling up the
spine, melancholy, desire to cry, hot
flashes, weariness and peer-from say
cause, or no matter of how long
standing.
Every woman sufferer, unable 'ft
find relief, who will write Mrs. Miller
now, without delay, will receive by
mail tree of charge, a 50-cidt box of
this simple home remedy, also a book
with explanatory illustrations show-
ing why women suffer and how they
can twine cure themselves at home
without the aid of a physician.
Don't suffer another day, but write
at once to Mrs. Cora B. Miller. 5651
Miller Building, Kokomo. Indiana.
Resolutions of Respect.
• God in His providence has called
from our midst and from our circle
Sovereign Daisy Neighbors, who de-
parted from this life March 30, 1908.
She bas gone to be with the Savior
.11she loves. We, as members of Man-
chester Grove 29, W. 0. W. C in
our mutual effort, have united our
hearts in bonds of love. Like warp
and wool our hearts and work are
Woven into the same web: one golden
thread Is dropped in the removal of
one of our beloved members to a bet-
ter and higher work than W. 0. W. C.
tan ever attain. Therefore, be it
, Resolved, That in the death of Soy-
- Oreigti Neighboursa we-basses lost an
honorable and faithful member and
one we shall greatly miss. Be is fur-
ther •
Resolved. That the community has
lost a noble woman, a splendid type
of true weeder:aft worthy of erne's-
tion. Be it further
Resolved. That we extend to Mr.
Neighbours, husband of deceased, and
1 C.
Mr. and Mts. Weisman. father and'
mother, sisters and brothers our most
heartfelt sympathy in the loss of wife,
daughter'and sister. Be It further
Resolved. That a copy of these
resolutions be given to newspapers'for
publication, and a copy of same to the
family and one spread on our minutes
of Manchester Grove and the charter
draped for 30 days.




DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder Pills are
prompt and there's:tea and will in a
short time strengthen weakened kid-
neys and allay roubles arising from
inflammation of the bladder. Sold by
al drugists.
The General—Mrs..Vansitlart laces
prette-tight before gee* Stinnes
—what?Tbe 'Hostess—Ole-eyes! you
see, she prefers. graces before meat!
—London Opinion. -
1 Want It?Ask your doctor all about Ayer's non-. alcoholic Sarsaparilla. Then you willknow whether you want it or not. 4P-
AydsSarsaparilla
NON-ALCOHOLIC
Want a nerve tonic? -
Want a blood purifier? -
Want a strong alterative?
Want a family medicine?






• Ask your doctor
Ask your doctsr
- Ask your doctor
Alcohol
. C. AYER CO., isianufacturine Ch
emists, Lowell, Mass.
OLLIE JANES TIE
'BEATING EXCITEMENT ABM' f
NATIONAL CAPITOL.
Kestscky Statesman Is Setting S
isk
la Neckwear PUT Hie Coll
eagues
In Congress.
Wisisington, April 9.- One of the
principal objects of attention in 
the
!rouse of representatives these days is
a new necktie that 011ie Ja
mes is
wearing. Gallery visitors look at it
and,. marvel. The bald and shining
dome of Nicholas Longworth, the
bounteous bay window of Serena E.
Payne, and the fiery figure of Repre-
sentative Sulzer pale Into insignifi-
cance wheo oompared with 011ie
James' new tie.
It is the brigliteet and this reddest
object in the world. Members of
emigre's, scbooled in veracitY. nay
that they can alwaya tell without
looking around in their seats when
the popular Kentucky member is ap-
proaching because they can hear his
necktie sizzle and crackle. It is so hot
On dark and gloomy days It serves to
illuminate the house, and it already
has given promise of saving Uncle
Sans as much every year in electric
light expenses as Mr. James' salary
amounts to.
see libiftrfrirs alleatuielee ties been
sertitig-tIte- fashion in neckwear for
the national congress. When Joe
Blackburn was in the senate he wore
neektles that made the somber old
fossils in that body sit up and take
notice. But even Senator Blackburn
with his passion for a necktie that
made a loud, reverberating noise.
Inver mote a pillar of fire and called
It a 'necktie. It remained for 011ie
James. one of the most popular, able'
and distinguished representative, of
the Bluegrass state in the balls of
legislation, to set that pace.
• .
"E. C. DeWitt & Co., Chicago, Ill.—
Gentlemen—In 1897 I had a dhotis*
of the stomach and bowels. In the
miring of 1902 I bought a bottle cf
Kodol and the benefit I received all
the gold in Geordie could -not buy.
Mae you live long and prosper. Your*
very truly, C. N. Camel!, Reading, Ga ,
Au 27 1906." Sold ,by aU drug-









The Dominant Giant of Modern Amusement Under
the Largest Tent Ever Built for Show Purposes.
1
glebe •
Bandit Got Thirty Centre
A lone bandit. masked and armed
with a large-caliber autometic re-
volver, hold up ca San Pedro street
car, No. 220. en route to the East
Side barn shoftly after 1 o'clock Fri-
day morneag, and robbed, the car crew
of 30 cents, all the money -they pos-
sessed.
The man boarded the car near
Elysian park as it rounded a curve,
and, pointing his gun at the metnberg
of the, crew, who were both standing
near the front controller box, he de-
manded their money, at the same
time telling the motorman to stop the
car, which the latter did.
After searching the two Men he
Jumped .from the car and disappeared
In the darkness.
Several dollars in change. which
the eonduetor had placed under the
inside seat Of the car, was not found
by tile robber.
The man is described as being
about flee feet ten inches In height
and of a slender build. He wore a
dark Suit and a slouch hat pulled
down over his eyes and a mask.
While coming from the police sta-
tion, where they went to make the
report on the hold-up, the car crew
ran Into the man at First and Broad-
way whom they claim was the robber
and chased' him for a block. but he
boarded a genet-bound owl on the
Pedro Heights line and escaped. The
car would not stop.—Los Angeles
Examiner.
DeWttete Carbol:zed Witch Hazel
Salve. it is especially good for piles.
Sold by all druggists.
"To me." (ried the poet. "“ot are
all the world, the sun of m) if., the
star of my hope."
But she knew he was only inoen-
ing. SO, though she said she cared
oceans for him, he failed to land her.
Kansas City Times.
There's a lot of pleasure to he de-
rived from dicelving a deceiver
Biliousness
' I Ina.• rood your v•Inable Caoartsto and end
perfect. Coold• 6 do without itoion I limo
flood testa for robe brae fssr isedtesortis,n and 1111-
...V.S. •ed as, now .-oopleseir sired Pecos-
,send 0,ssw Vs • ersoo.• Orir• ye• WSU
Dn!'r D. 
115
0." 01:ot C: 1=a's•  'Alban,. CT.
11••or 161•1.•n. Cerra on nr Oripse, ler fie ../e.
flosteeer Pc/debit. Posept 'Paste Ossul.
rold In hole Tao osimosie tablet otompod CO.
Gloorans••••11 to'.,. ,r,s0, 111•••• bock,
Sterling Remedy Co., Chtcago or PUT. foe
ANNUAL SALE. TEN MILIJON BOXES
InJJDWOMIL
Om Ing0 fs..r greater-Si
1.14.1 s.7  dlechararre,sneanonstrinea,
soowsusso ircillatiosta or I r•r
esSoil
••• •' a • sr co a elown
eerraws.
P.O awbeesso Pi,i. Inn, and sort vows-
hog firmiCa. r..1
i.• INN by pookio
rdollo,
Ie iieoi Se pla,n r•pper,
•a 'cow porooarst, In
itias;irw 1 50.11.6 IS
A6*. esowan.
TO OUNTIMT ELECTIONs.
Asti-Sakes Fame Cleans That Ono.
need teed Erased.
•
Kalamazoo, Ilit.h . April 9.--The
anti-saloon forces have decided to
contest the local option election in
('ass county. Thc Rev. John Walker,
et Dowaglac, who will make the pro-
tt'st, says a number of men in Da
-
glare received front it to $15 for their
votes and also that members of a
paving gang there, not legally en-
titled to vote, cast their ballots
against local option. It is also al-
leged that a gang of twenty negroes
from the northern part of the city
were driven to Silver Cree town bail
and voted.
WATER NOTICE.
PATRONS OF THE WATER COM-
PANY WE Rani i %DM) THAT
THEIR RENTS EXPIRED MARCH
el. .THOBN: WHO DESIRE TO RE-
NEW THEM LIO SO BE.
PORE IT IS EOM it EirT EN. AS
PREMISES NOT PAID FOR ON Olt





The committee appointed at the eon
ference held in Louisville about a
moath ago boy-Abe era.-of-Wil-
liam D. Taft for th7ican now-
Illation for presidest has prepared an
address to te Republicans of Ken-
tucky pitting forth reasons why the
secretary of war should receive the
nomination for president. At ties
conference deepublicans were present
from every congressional district. in
the state. In fact, the conference was
held on the same day that a confer-
ence of the Fairbanks followers wa•
held.
The address, as prepared by tli
committee, follows: •
Without malice and without de-
traction from the claims of any other
candidate we submit, confidently, thin
name of William Howard Taft. ot
Ohio, to the Republican voters of Ken
tueley for their consideration far the
Repel-Metal- teibillaation for presidem
He is available. H16 past is an
open book. There is no smirch upon
its leaves. There is no suspicion _ of
bin motives. Men may question' rht•
wisdom of his judgment or his policy.
Ne man questions his integrity. He
was a great judge He wass and is a
great executive. It would be tedlote,
recon n t h is achieverbenfs. They
art history now.
The people of this country want
ccl Dorate regulation, and they are in
earnest about it. Thee want who
and just national regulation of the
spublic utilities ,which have become na-
tional public servants, to the extent
And insofar as they have become na-
tional and the constitution permits.
Te what has been accomplished and
attempted' in this direction by di-
present national administration undei
the leaderehip of Theodore Roosevelt
Is due, In a great measure, the admin.
titration's enormous Popularity.
The people justly expect and insist-
eetly demand :that this great work
*Pall go forward. Any backward step
Will -be disastrous. Wherefore th
nomination must go to someone
known to be in accord with the gen-
eral policies of the present adminie
Dation.
More than any man alive William
H. Taft & regarded, and justly .4), as
the exponent of the policies of reform
which have been inaugurated. execut-
ed or attempted by the administra-
tion. Without any demagogism he
has been the wise and consistent
friend of labor, and, without in any
wise stooping to appeal to race preju-
d.,.e or passion. he has striven sanely
for the uplifting and betterment of
the colored rare.
And he is fit for the placoet In him
peat ability Is joined to special train-
ing and wide experksnce. He unite.
splendid lawyersblp with executis-
ability of the highest type. He is cap-
able of enormous labor and knows
how to work effectively. He is pat-
ient in hearing, wise in counsel, firm
and temperate in execution. He never
strinks irons duty because it Is un-
Pueular. De never yields a principle
fer the sake of success. What seems
to him his duty that be does without
tsar or favor. And be possesses those
virtues which every min may prac-
tice, and without which no man. how-
eser high Ida station, is worthy of re
at set—the hemety virtues
 of courage,
fairness and honesty.
William H. Taft is bothavailable
rard Of. and we ask you to aid In hie
jomlnatIon. —  _  _
Signed: Ed ,Parley, James Breath-
itt, John Allen Dean. W. H. Jones, A.
D. James, Juhn W.. Lewts. David W
Fairleip;h, Morris B. Belknap. Richard
P Ernst, John T. Shelby, Daniel W.
Lindsey, A. 11. Burnam, George W.
Welsh, V. V. Adkins. Ed C. O'Rear.
Jchn W. 1angk7. A. T. Biter, W. W.
Jones, J. R. Madman, Don C.. Ed-
wards.
DeWItt's „Little, Early Risers, the tam.
Gus little liver pills. Sold by ail I
i
guts.
"Who was best man at her wed
ding?"
'The bridegroom, of course. Whit ,
she'd had the pick of the whole neigh-
borhood."—Ph Ilridelphla Ledger
It non v would keep rour
don't get tato the habit of using them
SOLDIERS TELL
OF NIGHT RIDERS
(01111114thurd from page one.),
mask is past he pulls it off and Puts
the innocent looking haudkerchlet .1..
his pocket. Instead of the white
handkerchief they wee/ white mili-
tary scarfs over their left shoulderS
and across their brearts and back.
The captains wear crossed scarf's.
. "Regular captains!" The ina!diey
!Make/ incredulous attract! Severance 1
"Or course the) have captains, and
they have a commander-In-chief, too,
and I think they know who be is."
The word "they" refereed indell-
oltelFlo'the officiate of the military
department. •
"We'll have him In SIX MOW**, if
we stay on duty. , Ile and the lieu-
tenant commanders have some sense.
At any rate, there is somebody • with
a lot of braius in this night rider or-
itentsztitin . aid 'it ---tir i titiirenall-erie
You can not do a tour of duty in this
section long without finding that out.
Under the commander-in-chief are the
Ueutenam codamanders, then the cap-
tains, then the precinct commauders,
and then the squads.
"I don't know how to amount for
the fact that night riders seem o be
thickest right around the edges f the
counties. although Trigg eou Y is
pretty thoroughly infested; hug, you
will find them shosi active arose& the
border between Trigg, Cafftwell,
Christian and Lyon, and along the
-e4ge-.$ -C-rilleadese Calloway and
Marshall."
When 'asked about the phi* for
distributing the troops, the seedier
said: .
"Honestly, I don't know apdhing
about them. Everybode is as mum
as an oyster. There are a lot Of lies
being printed In the papers about
what the 'soldiers are doing, or going
to do, or have done, and what I know
about. I know are given out wrong,
and I think they naust be trying to
keep the public, and particularly the
uicht riders, guessing.
Paoli* Maneuvers.
"We've done i lot of foolish ma-
neuvering around that looked silly to
me; and then we have slipped off and
done somethiag _else that never got
into tee_  papers. and I  suppose that's
the scheme. You can, Interview all
the soldiers in. this detail and they
can't tell -anything, except what they
have-done, and they won't talk about
time Our-own egrets depends some-
what on_preventing the night riders
from getting wind.
"There's a lot of devilment going
on that night riders don't do." he
continued, changing the drift of the
conversation. -
• "There's a lot of reckless. no-
After suffering for seven years,
this woman was restored tobraith
by Lydia E. Pink barn's Vegetable
Compound. 'Read her letter.
Sallie French, of Palicaunla,
Ind. Ter., writes to Mrs. Pinkham:
"I had female troubles for seven
years—was all run-down, and so ner-
vous I could not do anything. The
doctors treated use for different troubles
but did me no good. While in this'coo-
ditioo I wrote to Mrs. Pinkham for ad-
vice and took Lydia B. Pinkbasses Vege-
table Compound, sod I am wow strung
and well."
FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.
For thirty years Lydia E. Polk-
ham's Vegetable Compound, made
from roots and herbs, has been the
standard remedy for female ills,
and has positively cured thousands of
women who have been troubled with
displacements, in fiam mat iontulee ra-
tion, fibroid tumors, irregularities,
periodic pains, backache, that bear-
ing-dovrn feeling, fiatuleney,indiges-
tion,dizziness,or ne rvous pros t ration.
Why don't you try it?
Don't hesitate to write ta Mrs.
Pinkham if there is anything
about your sickness you 110 not
understand. She is ill treat your
let ter ineonfidenee and advise you
free. No woman ever regretted
writing her, and because of her
vast experience she has helped



























































aecount fellow in the night riders
that Can't rest between exciuting 
or-
dent of the commander-In-chief. Such
a fellow must needs organise a little
band of thugs in his own neighbor`
hood—not night riders, just his own
gang—and they go out and do many
things for which tbe night riders
have to assume the respousitollitY.
Some of the privates- in 'tbe night
rider band want to be big men amens
their kind, and„lbey are geeing Wine
things away. --ft is no trouble to pick
out the night Mere it the tom%
munitY: but it Is bars) to fix the,



















hstods off the leader
this war's over, and
peaceful, you will hear
and thrilling stories
work of the soldiers
















of gas and nervouebeadachos
-what you eat. eold
,
people Can't even be















Talking, Singing and Dancing
MOVING PICTURES
....•
Four Scholarships In Paducah
_ Ce
ntral College Free
. The Taylor-Trotwood Magazine will give absolutely
free to the four most popular young men or women re-
ceiving the highest number of votes in this contest, a
scholarship in the Paducah Central. Business College,
after contest closes May 9, 1908,
RULES OF VOTING:
To he nominated In this oontest, till out, tor have your
 friend till
out ()taupe° No. 1. and forward or being to the Daily Sun (1
Mce ad-
dreamed to "Manager of Magazine Ckontest." After candidate its
nominated and expresses a desire to remain In the contes
t, they
will be provided with °Inspect and receipt b mks with 
Instruetietp,
este bow to get subscriptie on The object of this cont
est is to i to -
Creels the Circulation of this well-known magazine In th
is territory.
COUPON NO. 2—When accompanied with One
Dollar for one year's subscription to Taylor-Trotwood
Magazine will entitle the candidate named in Couvn
to 200 votes. When aCcompanied with Two Dollars
for three year's subscription to the Magazine will en.
title the candidate named to 500 votes.
COUPON NO. 1—Entitles a noniThee in The :on-
test to 100 votes when the nomination is made. After
nomination is made coupon is only good for one vote.
Coupons for Subscription must be voted at least
twice a week, to 1.:e counted.
Single Coupons must be voted at least once a week.
Votes being held back will not be counted.
. When a sufficient number of active candidates have
been nominated, the inactive ones will be dropped and
the nomination closed.
You will note that Coupon run in paper has style of
type changed each week. This is to prevent holding
cd votes. Votes held up and run in on final count will
not be counted.
Address all letters or communications to "Manager
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We have *one through our stock and taken out all 
the small
loLa and'brolten size's and pliteed them on our 
i•egunters *lth
priee tickets on them which are making them 
sell mighty
fast. better come at et cc and save yourself so
me money.
HERE ARE A FEW EXAMPLES
LOT 1.-Little Vic' Bela, worth $1 15 and 
$L25 cut to...._d8c
LOT 2.-YOUtha' Box Calf Bluchers, worth $1 50, Cate
LOT 3.-Boys' Satin Calf Bela, worth $1.25, out to .....
LOT 4.-Youthe' Box Cal! Blue, ers, worth $2, cut to 
$1.111
LOT 5.-Men's Dos Lllf, Satin calf, Viol, etc., in Hal
sor Bluchers
None eotth dem than 112.00, cut to 
$1.29
L',T I..-- Ladles' Patent Leather, Silk Cloth Tops, 
regular prioe
$2 54), cut to 
81.29
LOT 7 -Kadies• Bats Patents, Vida, etc., eat to 
st4c
and so on to the end of the chapter. A call will
 *Amebic you.
Don t forget the great bargains we tire offerin
g in Men's
Pants, worth *1.25, ill :it), $2.(0 and 12.50. 
No men who
needs a work or knockabout pair of pants can 
73c




112. SOUTH arcaro STREET
a.
WHAT IS CAT FEAR?
The Strange Horror Which Alany Per
.
...gel Feel When a "Henries. Neves-
sar) tut- cowl Neer Them. Eyes
Reams 'soldiers Are Not Exempt.
"A harmless; -necessary. cat." In
these wqrds. Shakespeare his Made
-Shit leek- descrtbe an animal *Welt
nut) be found in almost every home
The world at large would aecept
the descrIplion as very accurate. The
f at Is • graceful, amiable, Inoffensive
creature, associaed with domestic
'ernes.
(e.e thinks of it as purring by the
hearth, an emblem of homelike com-
fort. the gentle cornpitnion of maiden
ladies. Its ony depredations, are di-
rected toward the mice, which make
tie maiden ladles nervons. There-
fore, it .s not Only a pet. but a tiro-
tsctur. .
AN tatense Reasibiosi.
Cutiousty enough, however, there
etre nuns persona who do not share
this kindly feeling toward the eat.
In these the ptesenee of a feline em-
etics& sort of nervous agitation which
ranges all the way from dislike to
aversion, and even to an actual terror
ro great as to induce convulsions.
Thus, there are some who simply
do not like-cats end -de-4W care to
have them around. Others detest
them and drive them from the house.
Still others feel so intense a form of
repulsion as to be unab:e even to look
upon • cat without shuddering, and
Flaunt to faint if a cat should bruaL
against them.
Persons who are, affected In this
way to an extreme degree are so
acutely sensitive as to make theist con-
pilaus of the presence of a cat even
hrfore the eat is actually seen.
tletentlata k "Aeheregbohke"
This peculiar form of neurasthenia
or nervous agitation, was long ago
-,Z111001111111WWWWVIIIISIWIFIS
observed and noted. A few years ago
it was scientifically studied by Dr.
N%elr MItehell, who called It "eat
fear."' Professor Harry Thurston
Peek ecriped for ft the Greek cons
pound word "Aelurophobia," which
Dr.-m•trtent-lierunited; wwhit* -is
now generally used by wrrtters on the
subject.
It might be thought that cat fear
Is peculiar' to neurotic patients, to
per,ons stiff( ring front nervous debili-
ty, and perhaps to fanciful women.
But the strange .thing about cat fear
is that it affects not only men, bpt
manly men in the full vigor of health
-men, in fact, who are noted for
reckle 4s courage.
When Napoleon tailvered.
Thus. the French statesman. Ben-
jamin Constant, relates.thet on one
°cession he found Napoleon shivering
lit his tent. hi: lace blanched OS a
deadly pallor, and great beads of
sweat standing out upon his brow.
The hero of fifty battles was so
shaken by terror as to be almost on
the verge of syncope:
"What is it?" demanded Constant
In alarm.
-4 cat! a cat'" cried out the Em-
peror. "There's a cat somewhere In
the tent!"
A hasty search was made, and at
first it seemed as though the Emper-
or bad ben mistaken; but presently
the cat was discovered sound asleep
!Killed a screen.
When Lord Roberts Lost His Nesse.
The greatest English soldier now
alive, Lord Roberts. is also subject to
cat fear. This virile, sane, well bej-
*need soldier, the hero of Caodahar
alit the Conqueror of the Boer Repub-
lic, who has faced with perfect cool-
ness both Afghan bullets and the aura
marksmanship of the Transvaal rile.
Makes
Unnatural Food
unnatural demands upon the digedive organs.
Nature has filled lite well-known eereals, Wheat and Barley, with
all the various food elements for building body tissma and fo
r storing
up energy in the system.
Grape-Nuts
Foad, made from wheat and bailey, has long bee
n known as the
ideal food for athlete, invalid, man, woman and child
It is promptly digested by the weakest stomach and is quickly
svailahle in the blood for rebuilding waste brain and wive cells
-the




umo, will flee the esteem:4s at
"harmless, neceisary tat."
The story is told of how once at a
splendid banquet at which Lord Rob-
erta was the guest of honor he was
seen. In the festivities, to shudder and
grow pale. His titled host whispered
to him anxiously:
"Are you ill?"
"No," replied Lord Roberts. greatly
agitated; "but there must be a cat In
the room."
"I think you are mistaken," said
his host. wondering.
"I cannot, be mistaken," returned
the great soldier. "There is a cat-I
feel it. If you will pardon use I will
leave the room."
, He rose hastily and went Into an
adjoining apartment. The servants
were assembled and a search' was
made. In a remote corner of the
banquet hall was found a kitten. It
was removed and then Lord Roberts
once more took his place at the table.
..This strange obsession has been va-
riously explained. Some would think
it due to prenatal Influence. The pres-
ent writer Is inclined to think that
cat fear Is analogous to snake fear.
Is Cat Fear the Same as Snake Fear?
We may lay it down as a general
proposition which will hardly be d.s-
pilled, and that all white races have
an inborn horror of the serpent.....
This horror can never be eradicated.
It is in the blood. Moreover, it has
nothing to do with the fear inspired
by the serpent's power to harm and
kill, for It Is excited just as much
by the non-venomtans as by the veno-
mous &stake. . In (act, It is not so
!ouch a fear as an Indescribable loath-
ing.
The mere dread of injury Is a whol-
ly different sensation, and this dread
of injury is all that the dark-skinned
races 'fee:. Thus, a Hindu shutis a
cobra, and is terrified by its presence;
but be is terrified in precisely the
same and to the very same extent at
the approach of a man-eating tiger.
In both cases the quality of his eine
Hon Is identical.
On the other hand, as Kipling has
noted in "Kim," the white man does
not shun the snake because he is
afraid of it; but because it makes
him sick and faint even to look Upon
It.
Now, the particular loathing which
is excited in all white persons by the
serpent, extends to creatures, or even
to Inanimate objects, which resemble
or suggest the serpent.
The Dread of Writhing Thiage.
Thus. most of us will shudder and
shrink back when a large eel is
thrown, writhing at our feet.. We
know perfectly well that it is not a
_Yet, we do not_j4)_te to touch
It, and Meet liff Ili do not rare to -eat
It.
As to objects that- are inanimate,
we all know that many o them are
utterly condemned when we call them
"snaky." Snaky locks, snaky ring-
lets, snaky eyes, snaky movements--
theee are a score of such expressions.
which mean that we regard with re-
pulsion the things to which they are
applied. Coming to the point now,
a little reflection will show that a cat
Is esseatialle • snaky creature Most
of us do not realize this. been USee
lack the Obarettig e‘e and the habit
Of comparison, we are not ultra sen-
sitive. ,
But just watch a cat as it moves
about at ease, as it lies in the sun. or
as It curves Itself In its typal position
when about to sleep. Its stealthiness.
Its sinuosity, the undulations of its
lithe body, are all closely eomparabie
with what we notiee in the snake.
If the cat has glosy fur. and If it
te barred with stripes, there are mo-
ments when the resemblance is so
striking as to almost make us shiver.
There are essay who feel this at
times, but only hi a momentary way
and In a special orOod.
Others, however, are always con-
scious of it, or. at least, they are
conscious of a feeling of repulsion
which they cannot explain, but which
in all probability represents the ser-
pent-dread, the loathing of the snake
and of everything tlrat suggests the
snake, even when One's mind is not
aware of the saderlyIng reason.
It Is the dread which explains the
antipathy' to cats which was felt by
Napoleon and Lord Roberts, and
which is felt by many others of less
note, and in a greater or less degree.
We may call it cat-fear, if you like;
but in the Ilea analysis, it is a second-
ary manifestation of snake fear. To
name It more exactly, it should be
called "eat-horror," since It is far
more overwhelming, more instinctive,
and more profound than any fright
which other apparently more alarm-
ing creatures cause.
Those who would interpret the Bi-
ble with strict literalness may hod
that It springs from the original curse
laid on the serpent In the Garden of
Inden:"Becaum thou bast done this.
thou art cursed. Upon thy belly thou
shalt go, and dust shalt thou eat all
the days of thy life. And I will put
eminity between thee and the woman,
and between thy seed and her seed.
lie shall bruise thy head. and thou
shalt bruise his heel."-The Scrap
Book.
"Man." didactically beffall
ser Broadhead. "is the Only animal
that laughs" Sh-patil" broke
the Venerable Oro u sh °ASA that's
b'cus he is the (lily •olunil that owes
money to another animal, and Is there-
fore obliged to laugh whenever the
latter animal gets of his favorite fun-
ny story."-Peek. •
"Is your husband having any luck
at the racetrack?" "Rome tuck,"
answered young Mrs. Torkine "He




Selig Silver•feip in pre %. hied
Bomb to kill l'Oliee.
Approach's( Death F'oreess illis Hand
and He Tells Story of l'aion
Square Tragedy,
KNEW GOLDMAN AND BERKMAN
New York, April -9.-With 01:
death meted, out to hint by his owe.
hand less than a day or a night awes,
Selig Silverstein, the Union Squat-
bomb thrower, has confessed to tie.
And this confession shows that it
was a plain, cheap hand-rolled cigar-
tile That stood- that day between mine
thousands of 'persons and the &strut--
Von that Silverstein had planned ter
the police.
Also it proves that the deluded mao
went to Union Square with murder in
his heart.
Fourth Deputy Police Cominlasion-
er Woods now has in his possession
the confession which Silverstein made
Friday in, the prison ward of Bellevue
Hospital, to fife detective who hat.
ben his pretended attendant.
Bitting beside the frightfully in-
jured man last Friday afternoon. thh
detective told him that. spinal menin-
gitis had set in and that even if he
ceuld survive the wounds made by
his bomb, he must die In a little while
oe the di'e'',Silverstein then de-
cided to talk and told the detective
that he made the South himself, using
a brass ball of the top of a brass bed-
stead and filled with 'brpken nails,
nitroglycerine and gun powder.
"Then," mid the anarchist, "I took
my bomb with a piece of string for
a fuse and walked ovef to the park.
When I got there I put the fuse inside
the little hole in one side of ths
round knob. And then I saw a po-
Peeman who had beaten use apd I
walked over to where he stood and
,at down upon the fountain.
Cigaret te--Ev plosion.
"And what happened then, my
friend?" asked the policeman attend-
ant.
"Why, I didn't intend to set off the
bomb until more policemen came
wes.eecited and Luta,
ed-a cigarette and-flITITti-itop my
nerves. I was going to use it. too, to
light the fuse of thhe bomb when the
time came.
"Then I took the bomb out of my
pocket aad held It behind my back,
in my right hand. 1 held the cigarette
in my left hand, and then I got ex-
cited again and put my left hand be-
hind me, and the light of the cigarette
caught onto the fuse of the bpmb, end
before I knew it, and the next rinew
I was lying on.,,the ground, with Many
policemen over me and a dead man
at my side."
"Did You know the man lying dead
beside you?" emended the officer.
"Do you know Alex Bedtime?"
Invited to Hades.
"Yes. I know him, and I know Em-
ma Goldman."
"But Berkman says he doesn't
know you."
"Well, I know him and he knows
me."
"Was that the first bomb you ever
wade?"
"No. I made one other." '
"When was that?" the policeman
asked. But the dying man becarr
e
suddenly susolcious.
"You want to know too much," he
snapped. "You go to hell."
In the hospital tonight, it was said
that Silverstein would die of tneni
n-
gels within forty-eight hours at th
e
most. Had this disease not attacked
him, he would probably have recov-
ered from his wounds.
NO Dish:ARE ON MONEY.
Physician Bedsueet it Foothill% to Con
-
sider it a Medium of Tram-
missioss.
11•111•••••  —
Paducah made buggies have more strong features of real merit than any other line of
vehicles on the market. Celebrated for durability, comfort, style, finish and distinctive-
ness that means quality. We use the best of material throughout. Visit our factory and
inspect- the work while in course of construction before being covered by paint, an oppor-
tunity not offered-when buying stock work. Sec us before buying. We make the pricer.
HAtZDY BUGGY CO.(incorporated.)
Paducah, Ky.
owever, does not regard as valuable
heories which are unsupported by
act of practical experience. The
heory that Money acts as a medium
carries with it no satisfactory or even
easonable proof. It is true that from
ime to time the results elt bacterio-
oglesl exantination are presented to
Pow that different forms of bacteria
re found on money. No one who is
familiar with the subject doubts this
but the same organisms may at al-
most ant lime be found on our hands,
on stair railings and all exposed
places. These bacteria are as a rule
harmless, and some, of them are bene-
fit to mankind. Even from a bac-
teriological point of view thre are
reasons .why money would not be
likely to transmit disease. Howevet,
this question must be decided prin-
cipally by reliable statistics and the
results. of practical experience.
Whoever may be Inclined to inves-
tigate this subject in a reasonable
..way -and w.11l. JIaILLhe Treaffury Je
part men1-11-Wrilifilii-grW-Ittlierrifff
enormous amount of old and filthy
paper money is being constantly hand-
led and rehandled, or will seek in-
formation from 'hank officials.' will
find that those connected with this
work do not contract infectious dis-
ease any oftener than any one else.
"There Is no reason why persons
thus employed may not contract in-
fectious disease, because they are sub-
ject to tbe same outside exposure that
others are, but this furnishes no
proof that money is the medium of
transmision. It is rather to be re-
girded as a coincidence. There is
Dr. A..11. Doty. health officer of
this port, who for years has 
Seen
making a study of infectious disease
s,
and especially the medium of their
transmission, does not agree with the
theorists who contend that money is
a transmitter of disease.
Dr. Doty said yesterday that, while
bacterlological examinations were
presented to show that different forms
of bacteria were found on money
,
practical and careful observation had
proved that infection was caused and
epidemics were spread in nearly all
instances by personal contact with
infected persons, and more especially
with ambulant cases, rather tha
n
through the handling of money ann
clothing.
Concerning the current agitation on
money as an agent of disease, Dr
Doty said:
"The theory that monoy acts as a
medium of infection is a plausible
one, particularly as It deals with an
agent which is being constantly trans-
mitted from one person to another and
Wong all classes of people. Cloth-
ing, rags. merchandise. cargoes of
vessels, etc.. are all regarded as means
le which disease is commonly trans-
mitted''This hcl et Is popular because it
offers an explanation of outbreaks of
infections disease the origin of which
is unknown. Modern sanitation.
APPEARING OLD.
Acts as a Bar to l'rotitable Employ-
ment.
You cannot afford to grow old.
In these days of strenuous competi-
tion it is necessary to maintain, as
ong as possible one's youthful ap-
ranee.
It is impossible to do this without
etaining a luxurious growth of hair.
The presence of Dandruff isdicates
he presence of a burrowing germ
which lives and thrives on the roots
o the hair until it causes total bald-
ess:
Newtro's Herpkide Is the only
nown destroyer of this pest, and it
as effective as It is delightful to
use,
Herpicide makes an (*.gent hair
dressing as well as Dandruff cure.
Accsept no substitute-there is none
Sold by leading druggists. Two
sizes, 50c. and $1. Send 10c. in
stamps for sample to The Herpicide





In most cases are direct results
al WEAK KIDNEYS sold IN-
FLAMMATION OF THE BLAD-
DER. The strain on the Kid-
neys and inflamed membranes






Two doses' give relief, and
one box wil cure any ordinary
case of Kidney or Bladder
trouble. Removes Gravel. cures
Diabetes, Seminal Emissions,
Weak and Lame Back, Rheum*.
tism and all Irreetearities of the.
Kidneys and Bladder in both
men and women. Sold at 60
writs a box on the No Cure No
Pay basis by McPherson's drug
store, Fourth and Broadway,
sole agents for Paducah, or slot
by mall upon receipt of price to
Lark Medicine Co., Louisville,
KS
probably no doubt that in rare in-
stances money, like other things. may
act as a means of transmitting disease,
but it is so uncommon that we must
not give it undue consideration, for
there are so many other pansiderations
with which we must deal in protect-
ing the public health that constitute
a real menace that we should Tether
devote our energies to these than to
conditions which are based on theory.
The fear that money transmits dis-
ease is, I am quite sure, due to the
fact that it is quite frequently old
and 111th)-. While this is unpleasant
in many ways, it does not indicate the
presence of pathogenic organisms-
that is. the germs which transmit in-
fectious disease."-New York Trib-
une.
Blessed ilk the chaperon who bath
eyes that see 'not and ear's that hear
not.
Knee What She Liked.
"One Christmas time, when I lived.
at Plainfield, a lady seat her cook to
buy the.Ctristmas turkey. But whets
the cook returned she had two
chickens.
"'Martha,' the lady Old. 'I told
you to get turkey, not chicken.'
"'I know. mum,' Martha answered,




The great iron and tonic restora-
tive for men and women, prod's.,"
strength and vitality, builds up the
system and renews the normal vigor.
For sale by druggists or by mail, $1
per box, 6 boxes for $5. Willfratille
M'f'g. Co., Cleveland, O..
The average man doesn't waste
oolitenes., on his wife.
Vie Us a Skin of Tour
INSURANCE






YOU HAVE YOUR OWN IDEAS
about the fit of your shoes; if they are
to give you real satisfaction they must
fit, not only your feet but your ideas.
Our immense stock of shoes aftiords
you opportunities to get fitted in eirery
way, and our salesmen are glad to
give you 'intelligent assistance in find-
ing what you want. You are sure to
find it.
We make a specialty of fine repair-
ing; we can't make a new shoe out of
an old one, hut we can come nearer to
it than any other shop in Paducah.
Florsheim Shoes $5 and $6.
American Gentleman Shoes $2.50
to $5.00.
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2 3933 17 
2 3924 18
4 3 2 19 
6  
E
6 3 1 20 
3 7 21 44/4104S
7 3140 23 3940
9 336 24 3940
10 3932 25 3-945
11 3932 •26 3962
12 3929 27 3971
13 3938 28 3977
14 3944 30 3978
16 306 ip •• • 017
102,516
Average for larch, 1908 3943
Average for March, 1907 3844
Increase
Personally appeared before me, this
April 3. 1908, R. D. McMillen, tluai-
fless manager of The Sun. who affirms
that the above statement of the cir-
culation of The Sun for the month of
March, 1908, is true to the best of his
knowledge and belief:










Jealousy declines to listen to reason
because it doesn't believe there is such
a thing.
NATIONAL IN SPITE bP
HIMSELF.
• For conseceatism that rears back
In the face of sensational facts, com-
mend us to the Murray correspondent
of the Courier-Journal. He sms:
"Everything is quiet. In fact the
'reports sent out from Paducah in re-
gard to conditions In Calloway county
have been greatly exaggerated. Sev•-'
eral weeks ago a few barns were
'eurned in different parts of the court•
ty. Recently several men have been
taken out and flogged."
We assume then that no one has
been murdered by the night riders In
Calloway county.
• The Kentucky State Journal says:
"Dr. Bruner laughed at the list of
Taft names in yesterday's paper and
said that some-of them -were his best
lieutenants but he 'took a dare' when
asked to name them. The doctor is
evidently whistling like the boy who
went through the graveyard-to keep
his courage up."
MR. TAFT AND TIM LABORING
MAN.
While .n the city attending the ban-
quet of Democracy's immortal nine-
teen Saturday night T. E. Barinworth.
of Jackson. says the Detroit Free
Press, declared that three tiengs mili-
tate against the candidacy of Secre-
tary Taft. First, the fact that he is
favored by the man who is now presi-
dent. Second, the attitude of the
laboring men. Third, the attitude of
the colored voters.
The first, which is a' source of
strength rather than weakness, and
the last, who tlt:e to serious con-
sideration is to be doubted. may b•
dismissed. What about the second?
That there will be an attempt to
appeal to the ,prejudtce of laboring
men to Mr. Taft's detriment has many
times been asserted. So far as data
Is now available, It seems that Mc
only ground on which such appeal
can be based Is discovered not in any
administrative or personal action
taken by Mr. Taft. but In a strictly
judicial action of his while on the fed-
eral circuit bench at Cincinnati.
It was in 1894 during the great
railroad strike that originated at Pull-
man The Toledo & Ann Arbor ram
road was then in the hands of a re-
ceiver appointed bt the court and
hence under direct control pf the fed-
eral goternment, which was responst.
ble for the -fact% and proper eonduct
of the road in the Interest of its cred-
itors
Eugene Debs, then head of the
American Railway Union. sent F. W.
Phelan. of Oregon, to Cincinnati to
stir tie • ityoapattistic strike. On ap-
plication Judge Taft forbade all per
goes from interfering with the traffic
of the road. Intimidating its employee
or Inducing them to abandon their
duties.
Judge Harmon. frequently men-
tioned as a possibility trfr either the
presidential oi vice-prestdaatial aortal.
Vries by the Democrats. atspuf.d for
a lute order on behalf Cinclo-
loalbsts
hands of a receiver, based upon ex-
actly the lime state of faits, and go'
It.
Phelan was aftersrard held fqr con-
tempt, the cliarge bolas that he mall
ciously incited emplo)es to violate the
oviers of the court, interfered with
the coustitut oral guarantee of pet
zonal tights, conspired to cams* a
breach of contract between road and
shippers, obstructed the United States
mails and defied the authority of the
federal government.
After six months in jail. Phelan
acknowledged that he had done all
these things and mre. lie had found
the einalo) es contented and prosper-
ous. Acting on orders from Delis. be
had incited a disastrous rupture re-
gardless of the restraining order.
On getting back to the strikers after
serving his sentence. he found them
starving and in deep suffering. He
went to Judge Taft. declaring that be
would gladly go to jail for years if he
could undo what he had done, and
asked the judge to help reinstate the
men. This Judge Taft at 'once did.
the roads acting upon his request.
That same decision was afterward
invoked as a precedent by the fire
men against the Wabash as establish-
ing the Ogle of labor to organize and
its privilege within the law and right
to have ofilciale act for it where an
organizat:on existed. The flreanen
wen because the Taft precedent was
accepted.
That Mr. Taft's personal attitude
toward labor is sympathetic and 'Ib-
ex& scarcely needs aiteertiun. wed. it
Is inconceiyable that an attack Wised
on something he did while acting un-
der the laws in a Judicial eaPeelt,
can be effective, particularly when it
is known that he is an outspoken ad-
vocate of the bill for modifying the
law under which injunctions are now
issued in litigation growing out of
labor disputes.
SLIGHTLY HUMOROUS.
"There is rile paradoxical quality
which a vine possesses." "What is
that." It an keep on running wile
it Is still rooted to the spot."--Bale
more American.
Thought Se Had Slipped In the Snow.
'
Brown (Leto- ish (lik) flesh
tints ever enew sittrow to be hot'. -II.
lustrated Mts.
_
"Haver' you a college diploma?"
"No; but I have several mining
stock certificates that I might frame
and hang up as evidence that I have
been through the school of experi-
ence "-Washington Sitar.
"STRIKING EFFECT IN SLACK
AND WAITE."
"Gee." said the tuan who was col-
krting for the grocer, "those Uptoms
must be rich."
"Why." his employer asked, "did
they pay their bill?."
"No, but you ought to have seen
how haughty and indignant they got
whip I &Mud for the nion?y."--Chi-
cutge RecordsHersid.
A CIGAR CASE.
"I supposp,•" said the good lads art
dressing the man behind the bars
"that you are able to look bat it now
and regret rour first false step."
"Sure thing; you know. lady. I was
off's a street car, and if I'd
knew what I know sow I'd of soaked
the company for blg damages, pro-
'1 broke ass les or something "
54,
MYSTERY
By Stewart tdward White
Awl Samuel Hopkins Adams
Copyright, istri,by McClure, Phillipy tfs Co.
(Continued from last lame.)
From a curious scholar's lure be
drew fantastic§ with which to torment
his victim. We heard of all the witch-
es, warlocks, Incubi, succubae, harpies,
devils, imps and haunters of Avitchi.
from all the teachings of history, sa
cred and profane. Hindoo. Egyptian.
Greek. mediaeval. Swedenborg, Rust
cruclan. theoeophy. theology, with ev
ery last ounce of horror, mystery, ehiv
ers and creeps squeezed out of them.
They were gorgeous ghost stories, for
they were told by a man fully inform
ed as to all the legendary and Crew
some details. At first I used to think
he might have communicated it more
effectively. Then I saw that the cool.
drawling manner, the level voice, were
in reality the highest art.
He told his stories in a half amused,
detached manner, which lumesed con-
tideuee more roctIlly than any amount
of earnest asseveration. The mere
fact of his own IwIlef in what he saki
came to :matter littk.. lie was the
vehicle by which was brought. se
eurate kne ledge. He bad rend au
these thin and new reported them
as he had id. Each man milkl de
title for hi If as to thetr.credibliity.
At last the donkey engine was clear-
ed anti reinstalled a. p the cliff. The
.:er built under her a tire of bite'
walnut. Captain Seloter hackled out
grog all around, seel we started her U!.
with serjacer Jest to see the wheels re
tolVa e •
Nos( Itve half buried some lour
eud up, to serve as hilts for
'he lines, hitched our cables to them
and joyfully commenced the task of
pulling the Golden Horn pieces by
pleoe tip the side of the cliff.
The stores were badly damaged by
the wet, and there wag no liquor, for
which I was sincerely grateful, We
brole lute the i.oxes and arrayed our.
selves in carlehts garments-which
speedily fell to pieces-and appropri
sled gimcracks of all sorts. There
were stole arms, but the ammunition
best Imue Peel/sea utitot forty
or fifty mistime gst one feeble' sputter
and a trementlous -hang whites blew
up his piece. leaving only the stock
Issad.-Jelese-tiateel.gussla.alstee.
'editriejeit reef-W-.2w tlelitrofeit-
A lot (if hard woods, a thlMsand feet
of chain cable and a fairly good an-
chor might be considered as prince.
As for the rem. It wets foolishneess but
we hauled it up just the same until
nothing at all remained. Then we
shut off the dowkey etorlue and put on
dry clothes. We had been quite hap-
py for the eight months.
It was uow well along toward spring.
The winter had been like summer, and
with the exception of a few rains of
a week or so we bad enjoyed beauti-
ful Ales. The seals had thinned out
considerably. nut were now returning
In vast numbers ready for their an-
imal domestic arrangements.
,Our Sundays we had mostly mete
in resting or in fishing. There were
many deep sea fish to be had, of great
palatability, but small gameness. They
came like so ninny leaden weights. A
few of us 'had climbed some of the
bills in a half hearted curiosity, but
from their summits saw nothing to
tempt weariness. Practically we knew
nothing beyond the mile or so of beach
on which we lived.
Captain 1telover had made a habit of
coming ashore at least once during the
day. Ile had contented himself with
standing aloof, but I took pains to
teem to confer with him. so that the
men might suppose that 1. as mate,
was engaged in carrying out his di-
rections. The dread of him was my
most potent influence over them.
During the last few daye of our
wrecking Captain Seiover had omitted
his daily visit. The fact made me un-
easy, so that at my first opportunity
I sculled myself out to the schooner.
I found him, moist eyed as usual. ken-
lag against the mainmast doing noth-
ing,
"We've finished, sir," said I.
He looked at me.
"Will you come ashore ahd have a
look, sir?" I inquired.
"I ain't going ashore again," he mut-
tered thickly.
"What!" I cried.
"I ain't going ashore again." be re-
peated obstinately, "and that's all there
I, to it. It's too much of a strsin
any nutn. Suit yourself. You run
them. I shipped as captain of a res-
ew!. Fm no dock walloper. I won't do
It-for no man!"
I gasped with dismay at the man's
complete moral collapse. It seemed
incredible. I caught myself wonder-
ing whether be would recover tone
wen. be again to put to sea.
"Man, you must!" I cried at last.
"I won't, and that's fist," meal he
end turned deliberately on his heel anti
disappeared in the cabin.
I went ashore thoughtful and n little
seared. But on refleetion I rejoined
• great pert of my ease of mind. You
see, I had been with these men now
eight months, during which they had
been as orderly as so many primary
schoolboys. They had worked bard,
without grumbling, aud hat! even ap-
proached a sort of friendliness about
the compare. My first impressiou WWI
overlaid. As I looked back on the
voyage with what I took to be a clear-
er vision I could not but admit that
the incidents were in themselves
tat enough--a naturar -excitement by
• superstitious negro, a Hide tall talk
that meant nothing. It must bare been
the glamour of (be adventure that hod
deceived me -- that and the unusual.
stage ratting and coat trig. Certain-
ly few nice would work bard for eight
menthe without • twommeGitisouit a
edame to look steer






1 waved with dtion,ty at teas'. cot.
ht4s.e.
my inexperience. 1 realised Inter the
wonderful effect Itaptalu Seieter threw
sway-with ide empty tweedy bottles.
The crew Wee grumble nod plet dur-
ing the watch below, lot ellen cap-
tain Ezra Selover said u.ek they
worked. He had been say lug work for
eight mentos. They haol Ttoni fort*
,it sweeties. obeyed him It was all
sery




The Foamy Thins One Sees
I.
Smiling Round the World
MARSHALL P. WILDER
teopyrla..t. by me w es.
The streets in Japan are fascinat.
ine. overflowing as they are with li
fe
anti color The children are as the
sands of the 'sea, and seven times out
'If ten a Aild has a smaller one
si:appt II to his or hit beck. There is
uo distinction, boys playing nurse
tulle as fr.macntl) ars Mils- I eim-
rested their cheer fulness and evident
pleasure in performing this duty with
the Outraged dignity of sit American
boy of 10 or 12 obliged to carry a baby
about for a morning or afternoon.
The children are put out of the
houses early in the morning, when the
A Child Strapped to a Child's Back.
mothers sweep, dust mid polish every-
thing to an Imzuarultue cleanliness,
and the little nomads live and day.
and apparently eat all their meals In
the streets.
The shops are open to the streets,
and closed at night with wooden shut-
ters. At the back of every shop may
be seen the paper covered sliding
screen leading into the little home.
This screen is almost invariably open,
disclosing the entire family group.
The hair-dresser, building uP the won-
derful coiffure--rolled weer tiny bol-
sters, and greased with cocoa-oil to
a shining blackness-affected by the
Japassee women; shampooing. sew-
lag, writing, reading-every occupa-
tion is in full view of the passer-by.
• • •
Speaking of shops end making one
self understood, I felt that after my
experience in the Hawaiian tongue I
was fully Justified in letting the Jap-
anese severely alone. I sever got
much beyond the two words. "0-hay-o"
(good morning, and 'sa)onara" (good-
by). The "g004 mornIlle is pro-
nounced as near like Ohio as they can
make it.
1 stitteeme if they wanted to bel
anyone -good night" they would say
Philadelphia.
But I did try to learn something
store the Japanese money and its Va-
rious divisions. only I had bat: luck
from the start. I got hold of the
wrong customer, or else he did.
I started In to buy some sandals
and a hat I know that one yeu, at
par, Is worth almost exactly 50 cents
American money, and that ten rin go
to a sen. end 100 spn in a yen. But
the old man who waited on me either
h ew no more thin I did, or was ex-
ploiting Orme new and original math-
• of his own: for hs Elk up the
sandals is one 'tend and the bat In
the other, the while he ejaculated in
a low guttural. "Moo! won!"
"Oh, yes! I gotta da won!" I re-
plied, pulling out my purse, aud
spreading some Japanese coins in my
palm.
But he shook his head and held up
his forefinger, saying: "Shy!"
"Oh, I'm shy one, am I? Well, take
this!" and I threw the largest coin
I had into the little basket before him.
But this seemed to excite him. He
wagged his forefinger at we and
cried: "Bankyul" at the top of his
voice.
"Bunco me? I guess not, my friend!"
I replied. "I'm from New York!"
At this he threw down the hat and
sandals, and, shaking his hands as
though be were trying to get rid of
soap-suds, cried: "Shl-mon! ahl-moa!"
"Oh. I was shy one, and now I'm
shy the whole business! Well, 1
don't think you and I will make a deal
to-day?" and sweeping the coins Into
my purse, I was preparing to be
lose.
Suddenly be leaned forward, thrust
his face close to mine, and in the most
indescribable limner hissed through
his teeth: "lehl-but ichl-bu!"
Well. py! Did you ever play that
Idiotic game with a six or seven
months' old infant,* sayyed Kitch•a-
hoo! The baby lies in the cradle, or
tin its mother's lap, as the case may
be, and you, wishing to make your
self solid with the family, lean over
and, assuming a ghastly grin, teeter
ever toward the infant and then
teeter back againaand then teeter for-
ward, sputtering "Kitch-a boo: Kitcle
The RIM Whit* Maks* Them Man and
Wife.
-TrlITICIPVIETErTflig-THEr
kid either goes Into fits or lets out a
howl that makes the mother wish
that murder was not • punishable of.
fence. -
If you have ever indulged In that ten-
der little pastime, then you can have
some idea of my frame of mind when
the old Jap performed this strange
antic. backing away from him, I
shook my head violently and thrust
my purse into my pocket; when he
plucked me by the sleeve, and with a
whine that would have done credit
to a Hester street old clothes man,
said: "Kanye! Kanye!"
"No, 1 can't! and I'm hanged if I
ever win!" and with that I turned away,
and the negotiation was at an end.
Now, what do you think was the
matter with the old fellow? Why, he
was not only a little touched in the
upper story, but he knew nothing of
the cash system of his country later
than the vintage of 1868. He had been
left to tend the shop for a few
moments, and as usual I fell • vic-
tim' to the change of circumstances.
Let it be said, that, according to Del-
mar. the standard formerly was. as
In China, the small round iron or
bronze coins with the square hole in
the center which were of three denom-
inations: First, the won; 'mond, th
bunkyu; third, the shi-mon. The
was an oblong silver coin, and the
ichl-bu another; the latter being ee
to four shi. Kan-ye Means the era
coinage; but the era on the oil coins
does not indicate the age of the
coin. For example, coins made about
1860 bear the name of the era ken's.
The manufacture of all these eessed
at the begianing of the pr t ara of
Meld.% that Is to say, t 5fh of
January, 1868, which was the year
when the present emperot a rued
sovereign power. The mon Is now
valued at one en, and the btankyu at
one and one-half Hrs. The old gold coins
and the oblong sliver ones are only
to be found in the curio shops.
When her husband dies, even though
she may be young and charming, the
widow's hair is cut off, and she is
doomed for the rest of her life to
single blessedness and a cropped head.
An old-time custom, which Is fortu-
nately dying out, gu to blacken a
woman's teeth when she got married.
So it was hard to tell which was
most disfiguring-getting a husband
or losing one. Eyed district has Its
own distinctive marriage ceremony,
but the following is the one in gen-
eral use:
No priest officiates at the marriage
ceremony. An elderly couple, called
the "go-betweens," conduct the court-
ship and assist the bride and groom
to perform the rite that makes them
man and wife, which consists of
nine tlqs of wine drunk alternately
by the bride and groom, who hand
them to each other. This is called
the ' man san kudo," literally "three.
three-nine,- and means that they will
share the bitter and the sweet in life's
cup together.
Sometimes there are the Images of
an old man and woman, a couple who
lived happily for a hundred years;
also a bough of plum-blossoms, sym-
bol of conjugal happiness.
Tee bride wears whtte, the mourn-
ing color in Japan, to signify that her
old life is ended-for marriage is too
often a sort of death-in life the
Japanese woman. She is virtually the
slave of her mother-in-law, and must
live only for her husband's
who exact from her the most abject
bride is, for the Japanese 'roam, a
large hood made of white wadding.
that modestly shades her features.
she retires e e thwee 
wedding 
gin changesokni ymo.hhioecarticcoei slItrittMeV doffed,ee 
meat In which he says he is not a
witnessed by the guests-ts completed,
,anditlate for the nomination. The
is never worn again. 
't4....ple"nePenrtalfoltl°wherk:men have bees con-
When she is re-dressed, she appeare 'littered and announced for caudida
tes
at the feast to which guests are bib 'for governor. They are all worth!
den. Very wealthy brides retire be- and rapab19. It is due to them and
tween each course-sometimes there to the parts, which Is soon to assent-
are in convention. to say that I ant
more gorgeous raiment, n- Go- u
nine, sometimes seven or eleven. w
a regular game of cratul-and
nomination for governor this
not a candidate and could not accept
appear in 
til you begin to think there's a corner ear.
in kimonos,
When the feasting is over, the oni oafintreniti:g). "milesuitbititen:dts Ith roeitil:htiontrt;
"go-
between" couple conducts them to the , the state sad fornially indoissed in
dal cup called the "bed-wine." Dew
bridal chamber silo serves them • ape.
;various coentle.s and districts. I shall
leg the marriage ceremony the bridal i not forget 
these evidence.% of friendle
pair de not drink this nine cups of jeunildttice Our the duty which th
wine,- but merely touch their lips to ladditional honor from the Democracy
the cup: for the welihnowa potency 'Itemises."
of the sake would -have them par'
v a* anti 11.12 
user& aevei-get—tearrhat at AU. _r•
YOU DON'T H.1VE TO Warr lotryrer to .%.1.
werTw"..1:6tpneeuet. bo es:re° I At.elan situation was not elaselder4d to-
.iprit 9 The Von,-
Pits 
keeps your 'Mole IssUlso eget. sold as lb*
, day by the stenate -i-eiliiiiIIii..«-on for-
flflh1',11.% MtY our II liV.tH SHIPS ""-Ita relate:les. tette/nett 
Sieeretair
.e."ista and sololtor of the state
purrt$3... laranalijaa d. pa r meet a,',-.' both present. The
*„ fe.ma ow timber polgem, Itrlwral unefursaanding og that the sub-
.
REMARKABLE RECORD MADE
BY COOPER IN MINNEAPOLIS
The remarkable success that has at-
tended L. T. Cooper during the past
year has not been congaed to any one
locality, but is so widespread that the
yongs man is now a well known figure
in moat of the leading cities of the
country.
Mr. Cooper believes that the stom-
ach is the foundation for most ill
health, and teems that his prepara-
tion, by regulating the stomach, is a
true specific for most diseases. The
following extract from the Telbune of
Minneapolis: give* an idea of the sur-
prising number of people who are i.e.
ceptIng Cooper's theory. The article
was one of many that appeared dur
leg Cooper's stay iti Minneapolis. and
Is as ((Aloes:
"The sale of Cooper's preparation
Is now phenomenal, in this eit•, and
an estimate wade teday seems to indi-
cate beyond all doubt- that it aill
. quad the large figures reported from
Pittsburg during the thirty days Mt.
("Doper spent in that city.
"I)uring the past twenty-Piro days
Mr. (toper has been In Minneapolis,
the sale of his preparation has aver-
aged about two thousand bottles a
day. When the amount of medicine
disposed of throughout the state is
added to this, the amount will be
doubled. Therefore, the young Mail
has sold in twenty-teo days eighty-
eight thousand bottles of his medicine
in the state of Minnesota alone, which
is a truly remarkable record.
"During the past week so mane
hundreds of Minneapolis people have
been calling to thank Cooper for the
good .her has accomplished with his
.tactliclne. that It is safe to my that his
visit wilt ioDR be remembered by th
e
s:ck of the-city."
Wr sell the famous Cooper prepa-
ration %hien has made a similar red
eel to the above wherever introduced
W. B. *Thermo.
submission. She marries at 11 and JUDGE HARMON DPAIANIC14.
begins a life of drudgery that makes - - 
her an old woman at 30 or 35, and her Will Not He raudidate Our Governor
only gleam of hope in life lies in her . of
having sons who will marry and place
pet will bo laity-ti up %Ph all treaties
negotiated at The Hague are out of
I..d,ron %•iril 11-laterest ba•
be. n aroto.ed In nal,a1 i reries by the 1th waY' "°°t la of the us'iniun 
lust
%hen the correepondenee now before
report thut the B ritish admiralty ì 'he committ ee os considered it will
considet:ng the purchase of theAhrer
119t:t , ib:
o
tot..:t 14:41 Sfl,atiiphs. now being ibuiit In l'ufr'5. '1 th"t the 
pees:them should ba•t4
i his tnlitr for lir:tall at a 
.,,,. t of Ituil authoet. to Deal .4th Pres:dent
/
nefaosttNiroa.rlyn. tot.'h .i. manner as he find.
It is poMted out that Brasil has no
reed for such powerful ships. whb-h.
In addition ' to' their origitial great
cote will be expensive to maintate.
It is certain Great Britain will be,
these Ve.S.:14 should th:s be the only
wa) of preventing their fallins Into
the hands of another European ipower
Italy is declared ready to sell to
Argentina fur $21teroo,00to _the three
battle %Alps Regina girlie. Napoli and
Roma. Argentina is thought to be
atemplatIng this naval inercatte to
couuterbalance the projects of lirazit.
FifilifT.
Emphatic !healed of ruldl•temi stnefes
Made by Mr. tialeae.s.
Washington. April 9. 1.:111phatle
Cit.niat was atven on the floor of the
'louse today to the statement appear-
lig in the press toil., y ;carding an al-
layed eplatste ortrurrIn..; )t•sterd'ay it.
the -omelet.. on eloctions of president.
vice president and membera of cote
gitss. Rising ton qneetion of pereon-
al privilege Nis.. (Iiiinta of West ‘'.r-
ginIa, chairman of the committee, de-
clared that no efforts ef do. members
were made to do each other bodily
harm.
“Nri such thing occurred," he said.
"and nothing like it. There were no
Root Think* Prel•ideut Will He (:Ives
QUI4lt JUSTICE idETF:D floUT.-
ph,!adioishla. April 9 quick jus-
tice vtas rutted mu here today to four
poi: -emir, aretisted Saturday for rob-
b.ng stores and waretesuess al..
teats they patrolled its the snolessale
dearsuit io.dne.ti
pleaded guilr• before Judge
:vied earl), in the day the Sr.
Kineey and were eententod ••ach to
erten years in the penitentiary 'The
ennvietrti teen a.-e John W. Straub,
John Kelly. C. M. Imelt.nbtil and A.
I: V48:tilthenthil'em the conspiracy to rob
were Harty Roiltenberger 19 year.
oel. and W. A Frost, a plumber. They
pleaded guilty. lerost wag sent to
prisoa tor four yeses. and Itorbeniser-
es'i' to lb.' Huntington reformatory,
-
LIST Prill.11-tYllIN
Pl. I NY 144KPIEN
Paterson. NJ., %pre I - At a
meeting of IA Question.. Socials. group
of anarchists tiorght. lodoviro Cam-
frita, editor of the eloper. terminated
1.i.. connection with the sheet It Wilo.
Upturn ta's virulturrei anti adtocacy of
•lolettee which led to the oupprerutIon
if the-paper by President Roosevelt
The group decided to dieuFantle the
blows at all: there were none aimed. 1,bileatio„ omit
none dodged and the sltuatMoi did not
even approach a personal difficulty in
any sense whatever."
Mr. tiardwick of Georgia, a Demo-
cratic member of the committee. con-
firmed Er. Gaines* statement.
LAHTI-110*AM.: SH04.'K14 IN
Alti7AINA.
Bisbee, Ariz.. April 9.--Three'dids-
emit earthquake shocks were felt at
Douglas during last night. The first
was at 9 o'clock, the second two
bums later and the third and most
severe at 2 o'clock this morning. The
ceatriet between leronteeras and Doug-
las appeared to be the center of the
earthquake. Houses in Douglas
trembled noticeably during the last
shock and the jiffies town of Fron-
t, ras was thrown Into pante. No
damage is known to have been done.
Elks, Notice,
All members of Paducah lodge of
Elks will meet at hall at 1:30 p. m.
sharp Thursday, April 9. to attend
the funeral of Brother John T. Phiber,
• R. D. rt.rmavrg.
Exalted Ruler.
The Evening saa--119c a bleed%
Totwareo Sales,
Wird!), tAa) morning five hogsheads
of leaf tobacco were hold at the ammo-
elation headquarters. They were
batten by Mr ilogard, of Clarksville,
aid three of the told if $11 and two
at $1415r1 Me•senger.
•
Try the sui, for Job Work.
nit h. Ow machine Me idiom oar
smarm/et Baron. Jake Hindermost
Grocery co. •
• 
her in the envied position of mother-
I I
in-law
Cincinnati. 0. 4 If .-.-.14414111
Ill'arniou, former attorney-general of
The flowing veil of the wasters
the Untlf.d Stater/, who has been fre-
quently, mentioned of late Insonnece__
tlue with the Democratic nomination


















markers. ffee The Diatio-Tirlare
Works. 115 South Third. Ph
one 35a.
-If you want • nice lawn 
sow
Brunson's lawn grass •seed. 
Flovter
40
4 ° seed that grow. Brunson's 
Flower
- Ibciti.-111111 Broadway.
Those &nth-Martel the ptirebase
of anything In monumental work
should we the art rtie display of mar-
ble and granite at the shop of Wil-
liam Lydon, West Trimble street. be-
ttor.* placing their orders
-Place your orders for 'wedding
Invitations at home. The Sun is
dittoing as great an assortment as
enis will and anywhere, at preen
*Duet lower than you will lave to
pay elsewhere.
--Cameras. Cameras, Cameras. and
krelak supplies of all kinds at R. D.
Clements & Co.
-W. F. Perry, painter and deco-
rator. estimates furnished, prices rea-
sonable Old phone 1556 Shop and
residence h26 Clark i
Fair wall paper of all' kinds.
0
I fri.m the cheapest to the best. -seeto
KeDY & Umbatigh, 321 Kentucky
I avenue. Both phones.
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery. of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make the requests direct
to The Sun office. No attention will
be paid to ruck orders when gives
to carriers. Sun ,Publiships Co.
.Th.' Seventh and E-ghth Stade
basket hell team w,i1 play a game at








In the mind of the scrupu-
Ions housewife, spring clean-
ing and bug ezterminators are
ititimeolubly linked - a n d
rightty Po. Bog extermina-
tors, insect powders and moth
balls are as necessary to house
cleaning as soap and water
and we have the best line of
_11 
them that can be bought. We
handle the Diamond Brand of
•
'pure Delmatian Inaeot Powder
LG__ 






& ertadway frh two n
• 4
seen Padutah anal ulton has been
t. at an4t•ti to redu4a expenses. The
wales 'if all tracknien were reduced
Duni $1 45 to $1 25 a day, which
precipitated a strike many of the men
1,quItting work everal days, but re-
potta ale that practically all have ac-
cepted the tit and returned to work.
The telegtaph station at Krebs has
been closed and three men are out of
employment. Mr. Willianse, the chief
operator. who has been with the road
many years._ will be taken care of and
given a place at 'Water Valley. As-
sured that the suspension Is tempor-
ary. Mr. Williams will rot move his
_fanil's from Krebs His son who is
11-1 .111 .I'mr-thrTtrits,
an; remain at home until the station
is reopened.
One, day operator is retained. at
Hickory. two night men l'eing let out.
The- same-ehange is made at Pryors-
burg and. W.neo. The order went
to effect Tuesday evening and NI
amtd • trip of the vice-president of
itie system to Fulton. The condition
causing the filature wive the new nine_
hour law, forcing the company to
emplos an extra operator at every
station if the block system was .maii.
tamed.
Now-Partissus kiectlusa
The city ufsGrand Rapids. Mich..
has squarely met the issue of partisan
politic. In municipal affairs, and, Un-
der an amended charter, proposes to
have absolute non-partisan elections.
Nt.mivations are to be made at a pri-
mary electioreait which a single alcial
ballot w1:1 be, used. Nominations for
this primarv are tei made by the sig-
nature of citize-no, and there Is to be
no political designation upon the hal
.it The two candidates for encl.
effice who receive the highest number
of rote, In the primary become can-
didates for the anal election. In
wbk-h the sante rule of non-partisan-
ship is followed and no party desig-
nations are allowed. This reform
method was adopted by the citisens
at Grand Rapids by a vote of three vs
one. . It Is essentially the primavy
and election prokram of the Des
Moines plan. It covers the full dis-
tance to the desired goal of non-par-
tfeanstep. whereas the Boston plan.
lately submitted to the legislature.
Roea only half way Boston Herald.
Three Fall To Deeth.
Chattanooga. April 9. -Three men
were killed while painting the South-
ern 'Express building, formerly the
Southern hotel, by falling from a see-
k Id.
With a total population of 44659.-
121 the United Kingdom eepetided
for :ignore' of all kinds during 19043
the sum of $s09.6s1.829. or an aver-
age of $1/4 per capita. OA this
araount $495.137.316 was spent for
beet, the quantlty consumed being
1St/491.101 barre's; $253.201.1412 for
spirits. or 29.302,402 gallons: $59,-
992.1151 for wine, or 12.328.691 gal-
lons. and $7,299,it5.0 for other liquor:,
116.01011.009 ffallona.-Phtladelphia
Telegraph.
Kansas t'ity. April 9.--President
Lewis. of. the miners telegraphed that
couldn't attend the miners and op-
erators conference. Isittle hope-is ex-
pressed of an agreement being reach-
ed. The operators want the three-
y(ar scale.
Aederson, Ind.. April 9.-Orover
Blake, the youth wbo,recently murder-
ed his mother with • hammer for the
ourpose of tobbery, pleaded guilty to
nrvt degree murder. Ills sentence
was defer/ed.
-- If you have a nice chandelier you
()right to try our Fly Ribbon, It Is an
ornament to your room and will catch





VIITPUBBAT. AP;MrL TFfE PADUCAH EYLNT \17 R1'N
F PAM WA
A subscriber to The Sun lost a coat
suit yesterday and put an ad in the
lost column of The Sun yesterday af-
ternoon. At 8 o'clock the coat was
returned.
This is but another bit of evidence of
the value of The Sun's want columns.
THE LOCAL NEWS !REDUCING FORCE
OF TELEGRAPHERS
e--Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Broadway. Phone 196.
-Forum for real estate agents for
MU at this office.
.-..,Mr II. C. Hollins has left th
e
en, for a few Months, and I have at
gutted an Interest in tile business and
• Pall look after it for Dine Any 
In-
formation with reference to any
• branch of It will receive prompt at•
tuition If you will call up The Sun,
OEMS. Both phones US K. J Pax-
-Dr. Warner. veterinarian. Treat-
Went of domestic animals. Both
phones 131.
-We can give you the finest car-
riages in the city for wedding, balli
and theater calls. Our prices are 
low-
er than those charged for like ser
vice
ta any city In America. Our 
service
la second to none, and the best io, this
sky. Palmer Transfer Company.
-For house numbers, door plates.
brass ,stencils, brass and 111111111
41103
'cksotsJ1-4iJtds. r bber type 
aligns
IN SOCIAL CIRCLES
iritar, were awarded to a i, ii.,1, 1
meters ae Little Bo Peep and
Ballow, and Amos Lee for beet ts NEWS OF COURTS
Sam.
tiro‘e. 
Mr. Jack Fisher sad KW BMA Kali
Attorneys Cr1ce & Ross were al-
bs Bankraptey.
Merry in Minsk.
Nana-heater Grove, Woodmen of Mr. Jack- Fisher. of this city, and lowed $2,500 by E. W. Bagby, referee
the World, will entertain in a social. miss Etta King, of Metropolis, were in baltkaliPtcY, for services in the Pa-
way on Monday evening, April 13, at "eaty married at Marion, Ills on ducah Furniture Manufacturing 
corn-
thy Knights of colenibus flail. The last Thursday. They are now visiting pany
 case. Certain creditors objected
program, that will be featured during relatives of the bride at Kankakee, ,to the claim of $3,500 compensat
ion.
the evening is an attractive lite
rary in. While the announcement was not The claim of Trustee John Rock for
and musical one. as follows: la surprise to Mr. Fisher's relat.ves $750 for extra services,
Opening gong ---Juuiora. - here, it took place somewhat sooner Passed on.
Reading, selected- Mr. Samuel than anticipated.
Goodman. I Mr. Fisher is the third son of Mrs.
William Fisher, 501 South Sixth
Eutertai'lit Manchester





Dialogue--Lillian Clark, Ethel Har-
per.
diecitation- Mary Iseman.
Plano stile --ha Berry.
Recitation --Albert Clark.
Dialogue --Mary Clark, Jack Har-
per.
Bong- Mrs. Jack ifous,r Gcrtrude
Tucker.
Recitation -•Irene Mayer.
. Piano eolos Thelma W
ilianison.
Recitation - Daily Harper,
Cboeolate Doom, Miss Clara S
t
John- Nine Little Boys.
_Closing Remarks Alin, 
Micheal
!Fenian.
Birthday Party In Marque.
Miss Fannie itittoff entert
ained
with a milnrke party on 
Wednesday
evening atili,thq, Ilblffit "'Mier 
parents,
Mr. and Mrs. David Itittoff. 
1027
South Fourth drte(, In honor of 
her
twelfth .blethday. _hoop, _
wes
SYSTEM beautifully dteseated in pink and• • green, the color es hense being carried
out in the eefreetpuents. 
Twelve
pink and greet/candles ea-re 
lighted
Ai anticipated -weeks ago. the block 
around the be WO fenk and 
go en
t. m on the Illinois Central be- birtbdaY 
cak Music and games
were the (raw of the evening. 
Miss
!Thelma Williamson won the pri
ze ill
a game of musical chairs. 
Neill..
'Mayer won first prize and 
Sander
Keitbley the booby wise ,n a don
key
game.
I Those in mash % were: 
Mother
Hubbard, -Edith Berry; Sarah J
ane
I negroy . Nellie Mayer; Reel Hiding
flood. Irene Mayer; Red Riding
Hood, Simple Crenshaw: Red Riding
Hood. Jennie Miekel: Spring. Thelma
Williamson; Faiiiee, Pauline Jacobs,
IN'ivian Jones; Folly. Oma Tyree.; 
In-
!diet". Ray Jacobs-. Young Lady, Rosa
.24eigan; Sunflower. Mettle Le
vin;
Cook. Flora Williams; Martha Wash-
street. and is a popular young matt.
He has been connected with the FI11.•
man Bros'. Electrical company and ,s
a skilled electrician. The bride is an
attractive young woman and has fre-
quently visited in Paduach. She for-
merly lived at Golconda and issIthe
daughter of Mr. King, a prominent
11,11nois politician.
Delightful itirtlelay Part).
Mr. anti Mrs. C. Ii. Houseman of
1G21 Harrison street entertained on
Tuesday evening in honor of the sev-
enie4nte birthday of, their eon. MO--
ii. Jolly gainer; and musk Y...r.• in-
d teed is raid at lilt: 30 o'clock the
party marched to the dining room
v here an elegant supper was served
A donkey party was given in conclus-
ion and Mr. Melvin Houeennan was
the lu-ky one in the contest.
Mies Holds Ifonoree or Ruepriar llIrth-
day Party.
Miss Mary Emma Bolds was pleas-
antly surprised last evening at ber
DIPti efity-Mfee41-414^ fieftfilef
of her friends iff honor of her birth-
day. Music was a feature of pleasure
and delightful refreshments were
served. Those present were: Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Roberts. Mr. an41 Mrs.
J. W. Dunn, Mrs. Robertson; Misses
Nell Mercer, Ethel Robertson. Mary
Wilbur. Ada Barkley. Louise WeitlaV
Mary Emma Bolds; Messrs. John
Farr, Charles Mercer, Mr. Swanson,
Mr. Lay, Mr. Stnller.
Mr. 1. II. Veallace. of the Nashviile
Ceattanuoga and Si. Louis railroad
offises. is visiCug his father in I.(x-
logton, Tenn.
Mr. anti Mrs. F. J. -Moore, of Ban-
dana, are visiting Mrs. W. E. Bark-
by, of 1611. Monroe street.
3/11*. W. H. Wilson, of Martin. Tenn.,
is visiting his daughter, Mrs. W. F.
Barkley, of 1611 Monroe streets.
Hon. Mac D. Frguson, eft LaCen-
tottrlowdr.ow.....41mr_Arotig...„..ataa Girl „Icr, is in the city.
' Mi. G R. Haley, cashier-----or the-
Rank of Kevil, was here this morning.
Mr. James Glauber returned from
Cairo this morning.
-Mrs. Lula Thompson, of 441t2 South
Steth striet. and Miss Effie Waxer. of
ST Louis, spent yesterday Is Arcadia
with the.r aunt, Mrs. ledd Wethering-
tell .
Mr. Harry Davis and . Mos Dora
issllor, a handsome couple of Marion.
were married by County JUdg`
I.ightfoot this morning.
Mrs. Annie Allen, and Mrs. Bert
Gholison, of the city are visiting Mrs.
It C. Gore at Lone Oak. -
Iles. J. G. Brooks will return to-
ieght from a vine to her daughter.
Mrs. King Brooks. in Sao Diego. Cal.
sad her mother, Mrs. King, in Den'
ver, Col. Was Ethel Brooks. who ac-
cotapanied her on the trip, has gone
ts Wichita to visit Miss Anita Woods
for several weeks.
Mr. Mike Kerte, of Owensboro, re-
turned home today after a wish to rel-
atives in the city.
Mr. S. Stark went to Louisville st
soon.
Mr. Milton H. Wallerstein went I.
EvanratUle today at noon.
Miss Celia and Fannie Coleman left
today fur a two weeks visit to Priem-
ion.
Mies May Davis returned this morn-
ing from a visit to Memphis.
-John A. Scott, aseistant general
manager of the Illinois -Central rail'
road, at Memphis. was in the city' to-
day the guest of General Agent J. T
I knew a n
Evan Promeer. traveling passettge•
agent of the B. & 0. ra:lroad is in th..
city today.
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Lindsey and
children, and Mrs. M. It. Aleott. have
returned froth a visit to Ban Antonio,
Texas. and Old MeeSso.
Mr. W. Cs Ellis Is spending a few
seeks in the city with his daughter.
Mrs. William Hughes, and will visit
friEnds in Smithiand also. MT. EMS
Is spending his winUers in Florida
now. and is in excellent health.
Mrs. A. L. MeCawley has gone to
Metropolis for a visit.
Mr. C. A. Garrett has returned
from visiting In Fulton.
Mr. Finis Brown, who has been ill
of grip: has recovered and has gone
on a trip to Missouri.
Mrs Manta A I VPIII Fitzhugh. of
Henderson, K :'"ls the guest of her
cousin. Mra. Wil:lam Morrow, 61.1
Broadway.
Ruth Humble; Waiter. Byron r
lithakeept are, Jakey Levy: Flower
iota, Franc-es Brooks: Chtnaman.-
'Arthur; Sunbonnet Baby, Arthur 
Sim-
mons: Flag Girl, Augusta Friaot;
Night Rider. Alfred Altnisin:-
Jrak Luftenburg: Queen of
Rags, May Price; Little Roy 
Blue.
Zola Sniedley.
Others present Were: Annetta
Starks. Iva Berry. Sanders Kelthiey.
Jeanette Rittoff, Harry Bitted!, Frank
l.evth. Esther Elliott. Lela bow in.
Wen Orr, Leeter Orr: Mimes Ruby
Mayer. Emma Mayer. Irene Elhinin:
Mrs. C. Ballowe, Mrs. Alexander. Mrs.
LI Ii. Ham and Mrs. Frank Levin.
We are exclusive






Apparel of artistic ele-
gance, surpassing all
other ready-for-service
attire and superior to
tailored-to-order clothes.




•:1*: 409 443 IMPOPPIPY
Two n•Tri.•,:rniirsi
%filthy In tire f11.4 III Vats, all
411011111a.
Philadelphia. April 9. -Orders were
said, to have been' received in League
Island today to prepare the war yes-
eels there to sail at any minute. Ad-
miral Pendleton denied that any or-
ders Intimating that there would be
Any trouble had been received, but ad-
mitted that the vessels were being
made ready for service in quick time.
This was particularly the ease with
the battleships Idaho and Indidana.
Prudent Swain-If I were to steal




The ,w11-1 of the late Mrs. Ella
ilead:es Wilhelm was filed fur pro
bate. She bequeaths to her husband
lit shares of the Register Newspaper
company and certain notes accepted
in an agreed division of her father's
estate. To her children, Ella B., Wil-
liam B., Amanda Wilhelm and James
E. Wilhelm, Jr., she leaves all th.-
rest of her estate to be equally divid-
ed ,the estate to remain in trust until
the youngest child attains the age of
21 years, when it is to be divided.
The family home on North Fifth
street is to be the home of the father
and children jointly, during the
father's lifetime. James E. Wilhelm
ie made executor of the will and trus-
tee of the estate.
The will of the late George T.
Renick, of the Massac section, who
died recently, at Riverside hospital,
was probated . He deviees to .his
brother, W. E. Renick, his ineerestits
the farm of 125 acres. He requeints
his tobacco to be seed and his debt,
paid, after which the remainder of the
proceeds are to go to his brother,
Walter lien Irk, 'leave* his mate
to his father and his mules and farm
implements to his father and brotheell
'To his sisters, Mattie R.
Mar.etta Rogers and Willie Ella
Thompson, he leaves $1100. His fathet
is named as executor, and the Instru-
ment was witnessed by Dr. Frank
Boyd, Fannie Hunter and May Durr.
The will was dated April 3, 1908,
In Police Court.
The caw.; against T. C. Leech and
W. A. Gardner and J. B. lAevison for
breach of ordinance were continued
until tomorrow.
Emmett Kane, who raised a fight
at the Kozy theater night before last,
was fined $20 for being drunk and
disorderly, Be was arrested on a
breach of pease charge.- -
George l'aiwirhan. charged with
jeteackepf peace, was dismissed.
Cleritli-likawieses --
A heavy grind was put throueh in
circuit court today, a number of con-
victions and heavy fines imposed and
several sent to the penitentiary,
Will McMurray. charged , with
tousebreaking. two year? In peniten-
tiary.
Mat Grace, three years in the peni-
tentiary.
Rudy Ingram, grand larceny, 5
years.
Herbert Jones, false swearing, 1
year..
Jimmie Johes, false swearing,- 3
years.
Judgment by default was rendered
in the suit of the city of Paducah
against Hugh Boyle, and his bonds-
men for a forfeiture of his $1:04t4) sa-
loon license by reason of his being
convicted of selling liquor without a
'Sense.
••••wr()Iis (syFictAt..
01 Manitoba Ai-reined by IT. S. (M-
em of "Undesirable's."
Winnepeg, Man.. April 9.--Herber,
Wright, Canadian customs officer at
Emerson, Man.. was arrested at Noyes:
M nn., today at the point of revolver
hY United States immigrant officern
on a charge of having smuggled tate
'he United States, May French. who
had been denied admission to the Unit-
ed States two weeks ago.
He was taken to Crookston. Minn..
ler trial this aftertoon. There is
much bitter feeliag between the offi-
Sail. of the two governments at
I.M1011 and Noyes.
%GIRL STOPS JAIL DELIVERY.
- -
She Seized One Prisoner and Hehl
Him Till Help Arrived.
Murphyshoro, Ills April 9.-Miss
Sera Hanson. 17 years old, daughter
of Sheriff Sylvester Hanson, interrupt-
ed a jail delivery during a storm yes-
terday. She was -awakened by the
storm, and, glancing out the window
Was surprised to (we prisoners climb-
ing down past her window ae they es
raped from jail. Bravely she seized
the feet of one man and held on while
she screamed lustily to her parents
Her mother went to her assistance
and held the prisoner while ifiheriff
Hanson rushed into the cell roein and
prevented seven prisoners from 'leav-
ing. Sic prisoners had effected theft
escape through a window frotn which
a bar had been prized. Four of the
fugitives are negroes.
Dr, Koch hi New York En Real. to
St. Louis.
New York, April 9.-Dr. Robert
Koch, the bacteriologist, accompanied
AZURE BLUE IS UP 2 U
Saturday, 11th
Hart sells for 25 :ents beautiful Enamel Ware,
first quality, pure white on inside and light
blue mottled outside. .• .•
14 qt. Enameled Dish Pan.
2 qt. Enameled Covered Bucket.
6 qt. Enameled Satince Pan.
12 qt. Enameled Pail.
Enameled Bean Pan.
G qt. Enameled Stew Kettle.
6 qt. Enameled Pudding.
4 qt. Enameled Stew Pan
4 qt. Enameled Dairy Pan.
2 qt. Enameled Coffee Pot.
6 qt. Enameled Milk Pan.
4 qt. Enameled Preserving Kettle
4 qt. Enameled Pudding Pan
Enameled Wash Pan.
Enameled Dipper.
Every piece first quality. No phone orders
. accepted. Regular price from 25c to 75c.
GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.1
Incorporated.
Subscribers inserting want adsi in
The Sun will kindly remember that
an such items are to be paid for when
the ad is inserted, the rule applying
to every one without exception.
FOR heating and stovewood' ems
4177 r. 'Awn.
FOR SALE-Two ceiling fans
cheap. " Apply 904 Kentucky avestie,
WANTED-White cook.
wages. Apply 921 Broadw
ROOM' foi lighnousekeep ng at
1:13 Madison.
C. M. CAGLE, dealer in coltai
feed. New phone 975. .
-FOR RENT-Pie-room cottage,
.1032 Monroe. Apply to elf. Fisher.
OVERSTREET, the pain- ter. Old
phone 2569.
FOR SALE-Small Hall Fate. Old
Phone 1617.
WANTED--A girl for pressing, at
the Model Dye Works, 1.09 South
Third street.
-.TOR RENT-Rooms over Lendier
& Lydon. Possession given at once.
Lendler & Lydon. 309 Broadway.
. ALBERT BAGWELL. has eggs for
hi' from 20 varieties of thorough-
tigettAgils. Write R. F. D. No. 4, or
ate phone 733-1.
$112..00 scholarship international:
Correspondence school. Will sell for
O. th  phones 164. Mrs. C. J.
Chamb
HORSES WANTED-Will trado
for better stock. Will give difference.
828 South Tenth street, old phone 921
J. E. MORGAN' hors* shoeing,
general retaking. rubber Mos. Alt
South Third.
-Ton RENT--Three' unfurnished
moms near Broadway. apptt • 333
North Third ittreet.
FOR RENT- Two rooms furoished
tot light housekeeping, 329 Smith
Third street.
'thOKRoon4Ipapered $3.50. Sc
paper. 10e papir.ktic. 110c and 2St
paper 15c roll. •Pllene 14166. Leroy.
E. C. COPE LAND. fresco a
church. ball and residence work
specialty. Old Alone igst.
- MONEY TOLOAN on real Mutat
Phone 765, L. D. Sanders, 318 Soa
Sixth street.
WANTED- Position with "Mod
firm: 15 years' It perienee. Salary no
object. Address 317 North 16th. J. S.
FOR RENT-Three up to data.
rooms, furnished or unfurnished. Old
phone 1415.
WAN"tilD--A good blacksmith and
woodworkman for carriage work. Ad-
dress B, care Sun.
FOR BALE GREAP-Two buggies
in excellent condition, one a Stanhope,
one surrey. Address W., care Sun.
FOR RENT-Furnished room with
bath, $2.00 per week. 401 South
Fourth street.
FOR SALE-Four good horses In
excellent condition. Johnston-Denker
Coal Co. Penes 203.
--FOR-CLZANING wall paper, clean-
Ing.and scouring carpets, painting and I
repairing, call at 121 South Ninth
otreet or phone 338-a.
--alit 7tTttii sWuit OFiaat year
and have it cleaned and pressed by
James Duffy, South Ninth sear Broad-
way, and it will look like new.
good ride If you don't
buy yo r buggy, phaeton or surney
from Powell. Rogers & Co.. Incorpor
Med, 131 North Third Anat.
be his young and handsome wife, who I LOW-Black puree on Broadway
English a little better than her
learned husband, arrived today from 
between Fourth and Thirteenth. Re-
tItrn to Thirteenth and Jefferson. Old
R;emen. Dr. Koch ham never beets In
America' before, and said that their 
phone 1212, and reoeive reward,
,
trip was one of pleasure purely, I - , DR. IC
ING` Blialtil"--estist, has
On the night of April Ii Dr. Koch ret
urned to the city aad located his
will be one of the guests of honor at office
 In room 7. Truohart building,
a banquet given be the German Mid- 
next to the Catholic church, on Broad-
lest society. Andrew Carnegie will way.
be another guest. Immediately after- I -1,-if9tiep FAH your ro
ututs. we
Ward the eminent scientist will start will eolleet your rents. pa' your wee
westward, stopping only at Chica.go and relieve you of all worry. Ma-
im* M. Louis. He wants to get to Crecken Real Estate. sad Mortgage
Japan as OW al podalble. sif NOW phone 02. eie
• r^ v•tt•et 4' d .415 - 1.."4 -
FOR RENT-A double house. 1416
Kentucky avenue. Rents for $10 a
month each side. Colored tenants ac-
eePtellt, Alepjy Peducals *inking Co.
6.)ft WEST-Two cottages of four
room's Ind -bath, 1625 and 1627 Mod-
roe. Bente for $15 per month. Ap-
ply Paducah Banking Co.
FOR RENT-Two2- three-room
houses, Fourteenth and Kentucky ave-
nue. Rent for $8 per month. Colored
tenants accepted. Apply Paducst
Banking Co.
- FOR BALE-One 14 horse-powe:
gasoline engine. Franklin make. Suit-
able for gasoline boat. Newly over-
hauled. Will sell at a bargain. Ad-
dress V. I. Knowles, care Sun.
BARGAIN. easy payments. Five
Nom house near Union depot. Cash.
$20k), balance $5.00 per mouth. Mc-
Cracken -heal Estate and Mortgage
Co.. 318 South Sixth. Old phone 765,
New phone 62.
WANTED-For U. S. army: Able-
bodied unmarried men between ages
of IN aid 35: citizens of the United
SWIM, of good characte- and temper
• 'Buglish. Men wanted foe
ateialalts, who can speak, read and
err
r es in Cuoa and the Philippines.
Information apply to Recruiting
New Richmond Howse, Pa-
Ky.
( No ibmproniese in Cuba.
Mitaga , April 9.- Conservative
and the Gomez faction of the liberals
united on Cuban candidate* fOr Orin-
cleat governorships to WItich Ifttgben
appointed American officers recently-,
pending the settlement of disputes
which wre rending the islands. The
Zayas wing of the liberals refuses to
compromise Magoon insists on re-
taining the Americans in office unless
all partielocomtine.
-Bacon. Dried Beef, Minced Ham
and Boiled Ham at Jake Biederman







We have just opened
a perfectly appointed
private Dining Room





















Because it will not overheat your kitchen.
Because it is better than the coal or wood stove.
Because it is the perfected oil &tete.
For other reasons see stove at your dealer's,
or write our nearest agency.
Made in three sizes and fully warranted. ./
cannot be equaled
amp for its bright and
steady light, simple construction
and abablute safety. Equipped
with latest improved burner. Made of brass throughout
and beautifully nickeled- An ornament to any room,
whether library, dining-room, parlor or bedroom. Every




Alureect Iilterpretation Es-eential. iz att:a:--ive.and 
the
Many of the most beautiful pieces t otCQ the 00(1:0,•ri,y 
%hose
of poetry would seem uninteres'.ing $1,.aract. r.Z..1 by 
samen...,:s ar.gt 7ilek
and flat if read by a bad re:•iter. le of ji;To7,si.
the sante" way a good recltcr wti •
Make attractive a poem wl•Arse hiao- "What is the -capacity of yeu-
... ties are not so apparent _fii.,
paint, r light up.each 1 - 111e . -Aboutir hundr,r1 Eneer hits."
1 the soh ;;.-s.t Ile- - Life.. 1
We Clean Carpets...
If you want your carpets BEATEN and NOT
CLE -NED send them elsewhere. If you want them
thourotighly CLEANED send them to us.




They lied( better, ft el better sod steek better. Clipped horses are easier
gr ete atel ••eit ore net. tiereeltd Ify horse. hairs when drivieg. We
11 oe (ec• ' . le machine tied an t %pert (mentor and will give you as
good work as can be done, at the regular pike.
THE TULLY LIVERY CO.
ing'sorpOrAiAd•
Fourth and Kentucky Avenue.
•




Both Phones 201 132 8. Volorth St.
32.5 Kentucky Avennt
• emeerre1375:11egale
Stands Like a Stone Wail
Turns Cattle, Horses, Hogs—Is Practically Indestructible
• • tt•  •















Buy your new ir- re-c f,r years to come. Get the big, heavy wires, the
hinge joint, the good galvanizing, the exactly proportioned quality of steel
that is not too hard nor too soft.
We can show you this fence in our stock and explain its merits and
superiority, not only i be toll but in the held. Come and see us and get
our prices.
F. H. JONES &CO.
SOLE AGENTS FOR PADUCAH
IS Phones 328. ( or. Second and Ky. Ave.




Oregon Senator Can't See Any-
body in it Rat Roosevelt.
leiselares l'resittent %Bust Take Second
Elective Term and lie Ilatt Money
To Bet On it.
et Ile: It.I.S I:Ole:OW/Ate
Washington. D. C.. April 9.—Is
s•eiater it 'mete and his "seeetui elee-
ie., eine a Joke or Is there some-
ti hg in the man and the Idea
I. he talking just to hear his own
k 01115 t•ition. or is he gifted with see-
ad sight!
Is he merely a self-advertiser, or is
he the apostle of a political gospel
i at the Ite ktublecan party will have
t i acct.pt before the Ides of June!
The se are ql,•stitats that half the
do:eel:ins in the capitol are askieg
.f the oth,r fifty per cent. What .S
[to-, ittl6W+1•? For the most par;, ihtok-
who t.lilt about the senatar frost _ire-
gen, are prone to lough. getel In tiro:
ly at his Insistence that .Resetexelt j$
Leued to be the nominee of the party
again- itt spite of himself, an I to re-
maik that "It is Just atwitter hobby 
that the eienatpr bseritilege it he -.i.et
neil werth to our three nallion ,i,riare
ilourne weed& probably be called a
"crauk."
teepee the magnificent importeel
eigars that he forces upon his hearers
:t, reckless profusion, the politIcal.gos-
sips about town are Inclined to make
for .lit-Iter whenever they ere the
it:, gor.iaii :•tuaing. They ktiow that
t lie once g' Is held of their coat lap-
Ii, will talk theim d.af. dumb.
eirel and paralyzed on Roosevelt. so
. s leually find fight the part of
ie.:seem. liter aesone on earth can
:a -r the poesittility of a Republi-
. :in (and:date other than the president
lienself. Bourne cannot understand.
Ile is willing to bet any amount of
money, up to the dizzying thousands,
'hat Taft will not get 050 votes in
the convention. It was only a few
,lays ego that through a monthly mag-
azine in Bostork Boerne hamded oser
$ 1 .rroo to Judg. Noneoss of Nevada,
vernier of ccistest of authors on the
'
r ...eon." If he Is, reedy to speret
al mitrey in -thie faehion to back
le h:s bell, f in the continuance 01
Itooseveltiam for four pears more.
11:oiriLe cannot oery well be charged
with insincerity. If he talks a good
dial witinlis month, it must also le
Kinetic energy
Kinetic is a good word. k
mum "'viva lo make things
go." A fat bank account. a
rota on the edge of a Mk
a barrel of gunpowder, and
SCOTT'S EMULSION
contain 'kinetic energy."
so the peofessor tells us.
Power is stored up in
Scott's Emulsion
This force let loose tel the
system of the consumptive
gIVCs him the strength to
dike on new flesh. lt is a
powerful flesh•producer•
Al Druggist.; 50.. sail 31.00,
ler in the secret Linton Square riot In
New York,
I In addities eue activities, Pres.
Went RoosseveM recently received
!from the department of bootee reconi-nsendations for additional legiglatioe•
whereby the federel government may
:the better cope with the evIL
Representative Bennett, of Sea
York, early In the session. Introduced
an amendment to the hutuigmtion art
Providing for the deportation of alieus
.who may commit crime., up until the
time when they actually become nat-
uralised. It failed of pasrage, but
now he will endeavor to get it through
In lir-other form.
In this connection, Secretary Straus
gave utterance a few days ago to a
significant warning, In receiving mean-
ie rs Of the Inter-Colleg:ate Ci vie
League. tHe declared that settlement
eorkers and philanthropists should
take heed that in their enthusiasm
for betterment of economic and social
conditions they absorb no dangerous
or anarchistic o..-1:•.rs.
- - --
admitted OW 11,- not averse to talk-
ing Some with his pocketbook.
In the face of all the amusement
that members of congress and newspa-
VPr"writers have. been gtelng out of
Bourne and his hard-ridden hobby,
there's no denying the fact that within
the last few months he has won a
great mans followers. An old feature
of the (ate, also, is that the whole
country seems to have taken turns--
or spasms - at following his lead.-Ev.
cry oet- in about SO often, perhaps
every three or four weeks, the papers
In various parts of the United States
from ocean to ocean are filled who
articles forecasting Roosevelt's notnet-
ation mu re leetloti. :Perltaps u. is-
time Sip pregdent perhaps
,0034) 1)1••SSage sent to congress from
the white house tehicit brings the
country up short with a gasp of ate
tonishrnent. No, matter what It is or
bow it originated, the country at large
seems suddenly to convince itself that
there Is no other man who could be
nominated and eleeted and be trueted
o continue the polieles so successful-
ly Inaugnete d to the president. The
claims of Taft as Roosewetra SUCCOSS-
or then shrink to the vailish:ne point
it'd Bourn.- sites around the capitol
;coking es cheety as a new ' femner.
Within a few des:: the Roosevelt
spasm appears to fade away and the
followers of Taft and the other candi-
dates take on new hope. But the sub-
sidence of the Roosevelt waves do not
aorry Bourne la the least.
"You wait. Before the convention
meets the country eell come to my
way of thinklog and will stay there."
-he aserts. "The country at large l'nele
wants the -Roosevelt policies continued ernmt nt
Watermelon Lore.
The humorists always associate the
African with the watermelon. assum-
ing that the tate of the colored man
for his favorite _cleave: aresee !runs h.s
life in the Southern States, where the
melon vine grows like a weed. -
As a fact, however. the Milian
taste for the wat\ernielon Is hereditary.
The vine is a native af .1frica. where
It is found wild in the great cetera:
plains of the- contineut, and has-been
cultivated for many ages.
In Egypt the melons grown along
'the Nile rival those of Southeastern
Missouri.
The melons mentioned by the h-
i-settee- as pcirrir *melte —Ile-
things they had in pt were un-
doubtedly: watermelons, for In the
well paintings about the Orne of th•
exodus the ntelmt vine is represented.
and in one case a lug, proces•ion of
Caves is depicted, each bearing on. his
shoulder a huge, dark-gren water-
melon.
Botanists say that varlettis hr the
melon are found in Sonthern Asia
and some even eetint that the plant
grows wild In Cetera! and Soeth Al
rica; limit Afriea Is 110 tbutht tne (tree-
nal home of the melon, and in his
preference over every other kind of
vegetable or fruit the African mereie
displaya a taste that . has het-Tune
red in his ram- by thousands of years
of Indulgence, for in Central Africa
ripe watermelons are to be had every
month in the year.-  I Washington
Herald.) .
SORES
KEPT OPEN BY BAD BLOOD
Whynever a sore refuses to heal, it Is because of bad blood. If
the pLiet existed simply PCCIRISC the flesh was diseased at that particular
spot. it woulsj be an easy matter to apply some remedy directly to the
ulcer that would kill the germ; or the diseased flesh might be removed oil
by a surgical operation and a cure effected. But the very fact that
old sores resist every form of local or external treatment, and even -
return after being cut away, shows that backof them is a morbid cause
which must be removed before a cure can result.
The impurities in the blood which keep old sores open, come from
different causes. A long spell of debilitating sickness, which breedsft
disease germs in thc system, is a common source. These morbidW
impurities get into the circulation, and the blood becomes a polinted,
infectious fluid, which, instead of
nourishing the fibres and tissues of
the flesh, irritates and ulcerates
them, and continually discharges
its impurities into the open sore,
and pre % Lists the plate from heal-
ing. Another cause for bad blood
is the retention in tit:: system (it
the refuse and waSte milite.rs of
the body. Those members whose
duty it is to carry off the useless
accumulations, bcConie dull and
sluggish in their action an& le3Ve
their work imperfectly done, and
this fermenting Matter is absorbed_
into the circulation. The weaken-
ing or polluting of this vital fluid
may also come from the results ot
some constitutional disease, while
persons who arc born with an
hereditary blood taint are very apt
id-be afflicted with sores and ulcers.
Local or ester' nal Lipplications
can not cure an old sore, because they do not reach the blood. Such
treatment may reduce the inflammation, lessen. the pain and discharge,
and tend to keep the place clean, and for this reason should be used,
but i can do no real good toward effecting a permanent cure.
S. S. S. Citrus sores and ulcers by purifying the blood. It removes
every impurity- anJ taint from the circulation, and completely does
away with the Cause. When S. S. S. has cleansed the blood, the sore
begins to heal, and it
is not a surface cure,
but the healing process
begins at the bottom;
soon the pain and in-
flammation leave, the
discharge ceases, and
the place fills in with
firm, healthy flesh.
S. S. S. is purely
vegetable, made only
from roots and herbs
and is an absolutely safe medicine for persons of any age. Under the
purifying and tonic effects of S. S. S. the system is built up, and those
whose health has been impaired because of the drain and worry of an
- 19" " '` Old sore, will tie dounty tletreffrett try Its use. _ Sr,c.131 Poo on res
Roosevelt needn't think he is leg.ger achi I (limn() •hoot that Eve r -itop and IllecrS and any itiplical Arlie free. S. S. S. is for sale at all kfrug
than the people who put him in offlee. ter think whet the roeductorsell be -stores.
ENTIRE FOOT A SOLID SORE.
Soma time ego I had • sore
to come on my foot, and noth-
ing I used would dolt anygood.
It continued to grow worm and
eat deeper Into the surround-
ing dealt. until the entire toot
was a astatai aura. end gave at..
gr•ot d••i of worry and
trouble. I tried almost every-
thiair I beard of, but not no
hearth until I comm•nc•4
8.3 11. In a shoot time aftur
commencing thud retiiedy I be-
gan to improve. end I °actin-
.uod to use it until it drove the
goieon from my blood, end
completely cured this obsti-
nate sore. I recommeuct it most




New York. N. Y.
•
PURELY VEGETABLE '
l'ng. enough. of an Ameriean to think
teartbeesell of the people Is supreme.
If he I not bigger than the voters of
this country, he will obey them tied
take another term. If he IS bigger
than thee are and is titier master, i:,-
stead of beIng their servant as I be
heve he is. he will spurn the se,ond
eickeive term ard force down the pop.
tear threat a man the people do not
want. But I have no doubt of the
result. Just mind my words and len
your faith to Roosevelt for another
term."
Bourne is not bashful. He talks
Jest this way to President Roosevelt
himself, upon whom he calls regularly
once or twice a week.
Anarchy.
The Vn:ted States government Is de.
termined to stamp out anarchy.
I R.,. tit outrages have served tobring the matter to a climax, making
char also that through the federalam making snits for $25.00-
sower alone can the pest be success-
and u p in my new store, . 'ly dealt with.
Paradoxically enougl. anarchistic
so if you want an Easter Suit mace Aden, are advocating "organization"
come and give me a call. I have me ee' their forces to combat the efforts
evict workmen mud my work Is all
done in my store. I don't have my
work made out of the city. Come and
se for yourself.
SOLOMON, The Tailor
Old Plisse 522$22 /roadway
NOTICE
Your special attention is
called to the elegant assort- •
ment of new Spring and
:Vintner floods I now have
for you to select from, and
now is the time to order
that .,
Eater Suit
My prices are right, style,
tit and workmanship the
best.




of the government, whereas one of
the pi:ncipal tenets of their creed is.
"No mganitation." It is the close af-
filiation of anarchists in widely sem-
a,st«1 sections of the country that
makes the movement dangerous. Here-
tofore the scattered fanatics were Dot
considered a great menace, but with
tie formation of a defin`te force
against taw and ordn. the federal
government sees the necessity of lay-
ing a teary hand 'uponthe whole cue.
A preeedent was recently estabilist.
el by the postinafeer general in de-
barring IA Questiene fem.:ale, an an-
archist' publication of Paterson, N.
J., from ttu• United States' mai!:
This mean. that the govetntnent h. to--
after .will exercise supervision ov2r the
Itel's literature. Plider direction of
Postmaster Gloreral Meyer, Third As-
sistant Postmaster General Lawshe is
new critically examining every social-
istic and anarchistic periodical prilited
in the United States, as well as those'
from foreign countries circulated here.
Scores of these *beets will doubtless
be deprived of the use of the Malls.
Postoffice Inspectors, cooperating
With the secret lierv:ce will investi-
gate the antecedents of the men pub
!lilting anarchistW 'newspapers anal
magazines in this country. if !
it Is foun/1 that they are
not ' naturalised citizens, and
have beet % in the Totted States
lese thaff three years, the department
of commerce and labor will ,he inform-
ed, eel, In accordance with recent
order of Secretary Straus, they will be
deported.
- W. P. Hazen, formerly a secret see
vice%offIciat, Is now engaged in run-
Meg down anarchistic criminals for
the department of commerce and la-
bor—It Is understood that he is sly-
e part idular attention to the band of
!itch %founder INA man is the head.
TIIP Arerchist Federation Union."
a membership card In which was
found on Silverstein, the bom6 throw-
.
Hardaere- -I believe in goy-
ownerehlp of all monopolies.
like if they had the hull army and
navy back is"- 'Mt 111'7- - - k.
•
• The hurt remeilne from falling in
love is seed to be painful—for a short
tithe.
DR. BLNG BROOK& DieWTOST.
reetin 7, Trueheart Building, up-
stair'.. Ne.t to Catholic ehurete Nt•w
phone 11:19:1.
Seeds! Seeds!
Come to the new







11. J. Yopp Seed Q.
124 S lot Settee Sheet
Old Pliant 243 In Plisse 471
—FOR
SPR IN G CLEANING
Moth Oaths 3 !ha for 2311
Merolla, large size . 10c
111-A -Sup ..... 26c
Superior Furniture Polish Vic
Insect Powder, lb..   _ 50c
Lliuld Veneer, 25e and 50c
Borax (20 Mole Teand 1.1 pound
5c: ti pound lOct I pound 15e
Scrubbing Britisher, 5c and  10c




Green Houses 50.000 Feet of Glass
chii,c..cut Roses, per doun . . elm
Carnations, per dozen . ....—...._--_ _ .60
Cyclamens and Pr itnrriees In bloom, pot plants-
Tuneoil work and decorations a s?ecleity. We have the larzest line
of Pot Plante In the clty. Write fer our 1911 catalogue. Icree le-











C. L. Van Meter, Manager.





THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
PA DUC.4. H. K K.N117 Mr.
UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY.
(-Foetal. Smelter and redivided Profs 
Shareleildere RespeuslinDly •  
11400,000 00
T. ts.tel ftpoasthillty to Depositors 
4s. IL HUGHES. President. JOS. J. FRIEDMAN, Flee 9Ersidessit-::: °° 00
J. C. UTTERMICK, Cavalier. C. E RICHARDSON, At. Cashier.
INTEREST PAID OK TIME DEPOSITS.
DIRECT(
A. E. ANSPACHER, R. H. HUGHES, R. A. FOWLER. J. L. FRIED.
M 1N J. C. UTTEILBACK, DR J. G. Illit()0104. BRACK OWKN.






City Depository State Depository
Capital . $100,000
Surplus   • 30,000
Slot kie,Iders linbillty .......... • • •I •   • • • . 100,000
_ _—
Total security to tiepoaltors $250,000
Are-reline of Individuals and Mena stole-16A We apeweriste
small a. eell as large depteiltore and armed to all the Name courteous
treatment,
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
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anti" V
•
a-fe-arress-o-cer gat Ia ti ighiy praised
for his work.
Napoleon B. Barnett I ounty attor-
ney, whose name,' though inadver-
tence, has not been ear-ntioned in C011-
nectIon with the prose, aeon, is work-
ing in perfect hartuony with Jude:.
Wells arid Sheriff Ethtaids and upon
him wtItile'volve the r,sponsibitity of
peesentteg the Olden,- gained to the
grand jury, as only be and the cone
mouwealth's attorney et the district
have access to the gland jury room.
Mr Barnett is a plain lawyer, bre
knows how to argue facts and law,
and will be heard front in the active
prosecution.
An On; 's
Mr. 0. J. Jeapings, I•41:ter of the
Murray Ledger, •which :n it, issue to
day will attempt to prove that an or-
ganized band of night ti. idecisudntry oin_s not
exist and 
denoun, o
ce for bringing soiliers into the
ioutt. stated yesterday evening in
I.. fiitst1 that he is in league -with
The night ders that his position was
nesunderstoosk Mr. Jenntrees Is also
a. cretary of the exceutive committee
or the Calloway. County Tobacee
GroW;ers' asbociatiod,and says that a
year .aj;0.....lig_kritteflIA'd eteainst a cer-,
ta:n organizer for the associatitin,
whose stories' of the "goose neck
hoe." etc., bad sown the sesd *4 dis-
cord in Calloway county, being sWent
there during the last season, and to
gain that point he threatened to de-
nounce the man in his paper before
he secured the promise from Guthrh.
officials as well as the counterofficials
that the man would be kept away
from Calloway. That Mr. Jenniegs its
toritch.nt:ous In kis course is not
doubted, but that he underestimate*
OW sea: situation. is vie II known to
the county officials ehe have the evi-
dente-. Mr. Jennings charges that A.
Perry was not whipped, as he.
claimed, and that the story originated
•scente hoes calling him out and
,triking hen a few Flows with a
brush.
The county authorities have 3ft.
Perry's affidavit, stating that he was
unmercifully beaten by a band of 75
masked men, and that at times he be-
lieved his legs, hed been broken, so
healy were the blows.
The ?onfession of Willie Dyer, a
young farmer of near Brandon, that
he had been visited by a band of 7.5
masked men and warned not to deliv-
er his tobacco, but that be had been
afraid to report tha (incurrence to the
officers before the areval of the so:-
tVcrs, confirms the belief of Judge





REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST.
• $ Call. Seel er T•leskes• for it.
Pb.... 835. FRATERNITY BLDG
PADUCAH. KY.
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Iltoiuners Joo Ptrwlyr sad Job' •
Hopkins. leave Padubak for Evans
sill. and say landings at 11 a. m.
THE STEAMER DICK YOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at 11 a. m. sharp, daily, se
twilit Sunday. Special excursion rates
now In effect from Paducah to Calm
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good musts and table tis.
su r passed .
For further Information apply te
H. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, us
Ot•en Fowler, City Pass. Agent, as
Fowler-Crutnbaugh I Co's 0111011,
First and Broadway.
ET. LOUIS a TIPINISSSEE RIVES
PACKET COMPAR.E
(laeorporated.)
FUR THE TENNESSEE RIVER.
STEAMER CLYDE
Leaves Paducah for Tennessee Rim
Every Wednesday at 4 is.





This company is not toeposaltos
for invoice charges a unless eollastali
by the clerk of the boat.
Special excursion rates from Pada
cab to _Waterloo. rus tor the rotted
trip 48 .00. Loaves Paducah svory
Wednesday at 4 p.
NEW STATE HOTEL
METROPOLIS, ILL.
E. A. Ilaffey, Prep
011Weell and be. hotel es the de)
Rates g2.no. Two large maw&
tomes. Bath rooms. Electric Eights





conference M. K. church.
Dates of Mil Ms) 3, 4 and G.
Return limit May 3U. Round
trip fL.S5.
" San Francisco, Los Angeles
and dee Din% 4ale--rDetes of
sale Athil rallti. Return
emit Gil dit)s from date of
sale. Round trip $70.20.
Memphis, Tenn. - Confer-
ence for education In the
south. Dates of sale April 20
and 21. and train 103 April
22. Return limit April 30.
Itottnd trip 116.9e.
Meniphis, Tenn. - Special
excurelon Apr,' 211. Train
leaves 9:e0 a. m Tickets good
returning on special trains
%WI 22. leating . Memphis
7.30 p. m. Rate 42.00. No
bottitage checked.
Washington, D. C. - Na-
tional society D. A. R. Deles
of all:1 April 16 and 17. Re-
-"turn limit April 30. Round
trip134.10.
J. T. DONOVAN. v





AND CURE Ines 11.4111C.8
WITH Dr. King's
New Discovery
fOR C8LIP8 ter PaRinteC$111-tee
AND ALL THROAT PAO LUNG MUNI r$





And 31; Illinois Counties Are
Totally I try as
liry %Iojority , 25,111110 lotw Entire Ten
liter) ee•ing-Toiall Number of
1)17 TONUshillis in Stale tams.
'nisi WET TOWNS NUMBER =I
Chicago, April 9.-As a result of
yr sturdily '14 local optihn election thirty-
six counties out of the 1512 in Illinois
are now entirely itatiesaloou terrirory,
nitit Wen ()them are anti-saloon
with the exception of one township in
etit
Twenty-seveu of the totally "dry"
.1 es, veteqeon the question yes-
terciey and nine decided to „enmesh
the saloon last November.
All-lording to latest returns see
townehips voted against saloons and
.'111 eownshipa favor • saliems. The
:etal number of "dry" townships in
tee elate; including those which held
, It "eons last November. Is new 1.225,
mei the total "wet" toeenstilite 323.
The most reliable estintates place
lit" number of saloons voted out of
lustre,. yeeterday at 1.1001 and the
net ellitteselpott majority cast in the -
ennre-terrttory votin at 2-S.4 041.
in' all Si re:unties held 'elections 
JUDGE WELLS SAYSg 
aterday and in that territory It Is
lilliated that there are 11f1W ulta.r1 TROOPS WILL NOT:•fraii saloons.. The meet of the eke_
t t•n therefore, will compel neire than
iinv:third this !mintier of. saloons to
go OW Of business within thirts da)V.
0 1m
Many people suffer from Blood
Poison and don't know it. Reed
thymplotna. Kaally cured by B. B. IL
etc you littife achea and pain' In the
bones, latek or joints. Itching. ScabhY
skin, blood feels hot as thin; Swollen
Glands, nisliags and Itamps'on the skin
Sore Throat or Mouth; falling hair,
Phonies or offensive ernifi tons. Cancel--
01M Soren, Lumps or sot,'. on 1.1pe. leace
or any part of th4:'144otly, Take Illetaale
Illwall Be11114. till. II. IIII.i tOsarnateed co
cure eVen Elie worst and moat deep
seated eases. H. Ii. LI drives all poi-
sonous matter from the system and
sends a flood of pure. rich blood direct
to the skin surfaee. In this Way Aches
and Pains tire stopped. all Eruptions,
Sores, Pimples, even cam, r and every
evidence of Mood poison ore quickly
hauled and eurist 4 ompletely changing
the entire body into a • lean, healthy
condition. Thousands of the worst caliell
cured by It. IL B., refer ail ether treat-
ment failed.
ClitICa MIMING P:rZittila,
Watery blisters, open, it, long sores
of ikTI:IcIrill. IIII-Ierive after treatment
with H. II ii. because the-e troubles are
tcaused by blood poison, while It. B. ILkills the poison, makes_ the Woo. pureund rich, heals Vie aural arid stops the
Itching.
IllYrAIVIC 11111!0011 IIALW4111. B. 11.1
or pure notante ingredients. SAMPLE:
is pleasant arid safe to' take; CI II111.41Yed
pisr rosita by writing Mood italm Co.,
llatitu, at,,. S. 11.15 ny neueserierie or
Ana by express. At Si PER LAIRGP:
norms/. - with Aires:Gone for home
cure.
Hold In Paducah, 10,.. by It. W.
Walker & eo.. W. I. Gilbert, Lang
tiros . AIN .•-; & List
Mrs. Popley-- Mr. D'Aulter re-
marked today that our Ceorgie was
like it young
Mr. 1101110 Ohl That's the way
wth them art st: they're. alwaya try-
ing to make some steeple think well
of those eed classical herees.--Phila-
d•Iphia Press.
FOR SALE
Choice Michigan Brahma and Lan-
bhan, also. mixed eggs for setting.
New Phone 769
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;When you want quali-
ty, either in cut flowers,
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LEAVE 'GALLOWAY
(pastimes., tram That pais.)
other ()mallets. It is said by those
In authority that his charge to the
jury Monday will be. more exhaustive
than that of Judge Reed beftee the
McCracken county grand jury, the
conditions with which he has to con-
tend- Meng more severe. However.
one ,feature of Judge Reed's charge
touched a popular chord in Murray,
and that was the point where he
called on any member of the Jury.
.b.a_tsulltL_not_go_ his ,e hole dety,
whether through fear. sympathy or
otber complicity, to vacate the panel
and net questions would be asked hint
enee.s he. cared to ,state his reasons
for les act 'ins. Re:presentative citi-
zens -art' outspoken In the demenif
that the same test shall be put to the
('a law ay Jury Monday.
In his talk yesterday afternooe
.ludge Caok come/teed those who
heard him that he would do his full
ditty.
From sources semi-official it wag
learned that there Is positive evidence.
that the 'Calloway conengent of the
eight riders Is a lean( h in good stand-
lug of the general order, which has
en organization equal to any standinv
army with a commander-inehief.
visirtn reliefs, captains and squad lead-
ere, and that the imiletinent of at
',est one man who does not :Ivo in
the smutty. but whose my seerlems
tHis and their import are known, is
probable.
Since the. arrival of the so:die-es
here' not one word has been heard
from the night riders by way of warn-
ing or threat, for the policy under
whist the nenions of the law operate
netkes it extremely dangerous for any
unlawful gathering to be held. A
gentleman from the country stated
yesterday that the boys in blue seem
to be eyelet where at once', and often
appear to hoh up front the very
eowels of the earth. Under the in-
struction of. Judge Welis andelis as-
sistanta, the' visit the erection where
trouble Is most like:y to occur, and
several itertances have been reported
where they guarded he. hoisted of
men who had reason. To believe they
were in danger. Last Saturday four
of the soldiers protected Henry Pace.
erne of the first farmers visited by
night riders. as he delivered his to-
bareo to iedependent dealers. The
next morning being Sunday *ad the
soldiers not beetle on duty in the day
thde. three of the epistlers decided tc,
remnin over all day with Mr. Pace
turd au•tertpany him to . church, or
rather sonic pretty girls they met in
the neighborhood. Tns torpor:I in
charge of the squad returned to Mur-
ata- with thrge riderless horses end
this gave rise to a rumor that they
had met the•night riders and three L
had been lelleed. The soldiers turned ̀I
rip Monday, coming to town with a
load of tobacco.
In several other instances they have
given farmers protection, while they
delivered their tilWaceo. In addition
to patroiling - the public highways o
small detachment patrols the tobateti
a arehertee district, which i near the
Nashville. Chattanooga & St. Louis
Irma. Four private watchmen are
also maintained by,,  Griffin & Pitt,
Regis contractors.
Depot:re flood Wort.
From a reliable citizen it was
learned Hut John Holland, chief dep
uty to Sheriff Edwards, who lives In
Liberty magisterial district, the con-
We of one wing of Calloway county
night riders. is loing vioisni service
in occulting evidence, and It is assert-
'ii that he has proof streciest to eon-
vlet at least 20 men. He Is under the
Itractions of the county court and gia 
...vide. with Wm. Mr. WIWI Is OP
S 
- .
ittitneTMIS m•- n were-jetted • •
the office.rs. lyefore they took hold et
the situation and ordered ehe soldiers chines, Band Daters, etc.
into the county.
Change Ia Sentiment.
Rubber Stamps and Sup-
w1iil)Pr4 but were afraid to Inform I plies Numbenng. Ma-
POI N Skit'LLt4
.1dualted by Some Tellies, Who SIM Ul.
TWA% by lived itincling.
The egg-shape :1 heeds of some of
the natives of 'Malekula, in the New
liebriles, were ouce thought to be
naturally conical. For that reason
scientific men decided that the Male-
kulans were in the lowest rung of the
human :adder.
Later it was foundethat the con
heads were produced as the Chin,
women distorted their feet, binding
them in infancy. The egg-41311.'11
Mad is Mill in fashion in Metekula.
where some extritorrlinaey re, tilts ale
achieved.
"A conical head." says a writer ie
a National Geographic Magazine. "re
treats from the. forehead in such a
manner that one is amazed as to
hoe' the owner of this remarkable
preserves hls, -or her proper
senses, Etteh as they are. I cou:d 110'
hear, however. that the custom e
supposed to affect the intellect in
way.
"The conical shape as produced ity
winding aironelannet cord spirally%
,bout the heads of young babies arm!
'tightening the coils from time to time.
A piece of plaited mat is first put on
the head and the cord is co:led over
this, so aS to give it a good purchase
The crown of the head is left to de
4.:op in the upwatel and backward
fa Ion that is so much admired,
e fears that the poor babies Stif-
fer va'rv.,mtaeh from the process% Tile
child I sa was fretful and cryilig a-
t it were e stantly in pain; bit the
Moth( r, forget g for the Moment her
fear of the strhn,c white woman.
:bowel it to me qu proudly, point-
ing out the cords with a.‘strille.
"She has ,a normally *aped head
hersel and it scented thaiNehe Suf-
fered by her parents' tieKect'at, this
important matter, for she was marvied
"to a man who was of no particular are
-cunt. A young girl who was stand
lug beside her had evidently had a
more careful mother for her head was
almost sugarloaf shaped. It is inter-
resting to know that This well-brought-
tip young lady had married a chief.
"Do you happen to know where he
-lands on the prohibition issue?"
"Yes. Before the bar."-St. touts
Post-Dispatch.
• Ii•FCIOR•111111
Daring the time that elapted tenet,
my last visit to Murray a marked
change in public sentiment has taker!
pNce. The county officers are sup
ported by the best citizenship of the
county in their efforts to restore order
and punish the outlaws, and otitside
a few men, the outs ones now oppos-
ing the good officers of the county In
their efforts, are e• who fear
monetary losses and quite a nuenebet
et t•andidatee for pubile office on the
night rider ticket. A number of men
who denoiniced the action of the
county court on tile occasion of my
previous visit now admit their mis-
take and are ready to en-operate with
any movement that has for its pur-
pose the upholding of the right.
Judge 1,1'e:Is anti the other officials
who so ably support him are not
affected by the jihes of night rider
sympathizers, and conscious of being
in the right, Ire hewing to the line.
WILLIAMS' KIDNEY int,114
Have you neglected your Kidneys?
Have you overworked your nervous
sy-etem and caused trouble with Your
kidneys-and bladder? Have you pains
In loins, side, bare. groins and blad-
der? Have you a flabby appearance
of the faoe, especially under the eyes.
Too frequent a desire to pass urine?
if so, Williams' K,duey Pills will cure
you--at Druggists. Price 50e. Wil-
liams' 5114. Co., Celeveland, 0.
Absentminded 'Vail 'street Opera-
tor rat social fianctiont-Excine me,
madame, hut your face seems !tither
familiar. Haven't I met you before?
Society Leader- Oh. yea; .1 remem-
ber lot] very wee We met in the
church the day we were married.
-Baltimore Anicri,an.
The stiffest mite you can pay for




These are the foundathme up^n
which we are building success.
Our horses are groomed tat t lie
pink of cohdition always and our
equipment the beat, yet our
prices are extremely reasonable.
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1
All the patent medicines and
toilet articles advert;sed in this




REMOVED TO THIRD AXE
MIUITUCKY.
seek Nadia& Bask Work. IANPO
mod Library Week a specialty.
DRAUGHON'S
SCHOLARSHIP FOR
your years' NIT PROFIT); of u5.904...enatile Lorna rtion's cha In of 30 colajps to make this
siscuil offer, for-a limited time, to favor fisise Short of work 4.r cash Tifreasun it tat,
Iluauclal depression. VICES( ‘TAI•rt4t le: will con% ince you that constaer
DRAUGHON'S PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGES
TIlE lik.er. biu vacation, enter any twee vestries. e :AWL-MED-a ratan LuNTILlet,
Padtl:afl, 311 Broady ay. and 51. Louis,
INSURANCE A 0 F. r4 s
71, -----,













Office Phones 211,31;', Residence Phones Old failNew 734
4.;errripball Building, Pada/cash, Ky.
Something Mighty Good
CHOCOLATE SUNDAE
Made of the purest cream and finest chocolate;
special price for today and tomorrow only
.
We are now serving all kinds of Sundaes, Phosphates, Choco-
lates, Fleffs and other cooling drinks. We &rye the original
"Soule Dope." Try it.
D. E. WILSON
the Book, Musk and Soda Water Men.





Distilled in the spring of
1900. Sold in bottles with
the government stamp
over the neck, showing
conclusively the age. .•
For the cupboard and medicine




to have your GAS STOVE cleaned
and put in good condition for
spring and summer use. We clean
all stoves and put in good working
order for the nominal charge of $1.
Repairs extra. Stoves called for
and delivered free. .* 
• I.• •




Phone 742. 510.512 Broadway
FRIDAY SPECIALS
At our market house on Broadway, Columbia Bldg.
FISH FISH
Black Bass...-. 2 0 C
Croppies 15C 20C
Bed Snapper- 15C
Spanish Macherel  20o
Strawberries, 3 boxes-25C
Woodcock Flour, sack 85C
Cranberries, per qt__ 25C
Fine White Celery . ... ._10C
Cn Corn -10c
Cn Peas 12.1 c
FISH 3140KLD
-Smoked White Fish...... 20C
Finnan 15C
Smoked /31oater .-20C
Honey in easing. -20C
New Peas, per qt '  15C
New Beans, per qt............1 5C
Tomatoes, per doz 30C
'Tomatoes, can 1 CC
Tomatoes. can.. .... 8 C
Tomatoes; can  Sc
AT OUR DiA.RKE,T
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
Al for In let out a roar that *kook the
hills about.
Now. Teeumsetr le an imitate who
appreciates a good joke, and be does-
n't hesitate to laugh when something
tickles his risibilities, lie laughed
now, for the bear, in attempting to
extricate his tail from the perilous
position, stepped full back Into the
glowing bed of coals. Then a circus
contortionist never made a bigger toot
of himself than did that bear. Dial
carding ail dignity he proceeded to
put to the bad the cause of his die-
comflture. With a Jim Jeffries
swing the bear's big right paw swept
down into that bed of coals, throwing
them right and left down the hillside
causing a pyrotechnic display that
was something beautiful( but the
more Bruin fooled with the lire the
more he got burned, and the more he
hot burned the more entertaie
Ing he became, amusing the staid oli
Indian with his contortions and gym
'teethe in a manner highly eratifY-
ing.
The noise Bruin made awoke the
%ening Indian. Fie was a Carlisle
man. and thC reputation of being
somewhat of a sprinter, but no effort
of his on the athletic field ever
equaled in speech the move he made
now to reaSh a limb that hung out
from the tree invigngly near the
ground. With a gymieastic dexterity
that made the leear pause and gaze
with wonder the young Indian swung
himself up into the tree. In the
meantime Mr. Rear had about eie_aned
up his foe. the fire, and now decided
to turn his attention to Tecumseh.
who had been, so audacious as tp
laugh loudly at the bears ,discomfl-
(ure. Now. Tecumseh Is an old man.
and he didn't propose tharany young
Car:Jsle should show him any pointers
on iettIng up a tree. In the (Hendee
branches of a near-by scrub oak Te-
cumseh spent the next three hours
waiting for daylight to come and the_
bear to go. When morning did (some
courage returned to the two hunters.
They took up the trail which Tecum•
seh said was easily followed by the
odor of burnt hair. At 11) o'clock
they found- Bruin, and Tecumseh
avers, without cracking a smile, that
the bear was sitting with his tall well
imbedded in the waters of a niountain
stream.- Toppenish tWa-h.t Cor. Se-
attle Times.
ANGRY BEAR FIGHTS FIRE-GETS
SCORCHED WHEN HE SMELLS MAN.
A Yakima Indiae, whom. name Is
Tecumseh, who claims that there
floes in his vein* the blood of the old
Yakima chiefs, Is a great hunter and
annual:y decamps to the sides of
Mount Dakar, where he considers him-
self unfortunate if he does not suc-
ceed in bagging two or three bears
and probably a cougar or two A deer
be is sure of. for he knows well the
haunts of the fleeted animal..
Tecumseh tells a good joke he
perpetrated on a bear last fall on
the oak-covered slopes of Mount Bak-
er. Tecumseh and a young brave he
had with him for the purpose of giv-
ing him a few lessons in bear-killing
left Toppenish late in the fall, and in
a day' or two were, with their pack-
eorses well into the country wtere
bear were known to be plentiful.
One evening, as they came into e
green little vale where the luxuriant
grasses afforded cropping for their
horses, they killed a deer and made
camp. The night threatened to be a
rainy one, so they pitched their camp
beneath the wide spreading branches
of an old oak tree, where they would
easeetered.4
as well as provided for fuel for camp
Ores. They hung the deer to the limb
of the tree, butt a fire. cooked Their
supper, then spread their blankets sep-
arately some ten feet above the fire
on the sloping hillside.
Soon after they had wrapped them-
Itw. II in their blankets there
came a heavy shower of rain. The
oak wood they had used for their
camp fire had burned down into a fine
jx.owing bed of embers. The rain that
now fell had the effect of smothering
out all outside evidence of the bed of
coals, but they were there just the
same, as the evidence soon developed.
"About midnight," Teeumseh says.
"there was something doing. Glanc-
ing out from beneath the covers. I saw
'the biggest bear that ever grew walk-
ing down the hillside between me and
the other fellow. lie was so big I
did not breathe. He got down pretty
close to the fire, then 1 guess he
smelled us, for he turned around, let
out a growl,, sat upon his haunches
and showed fight. The clouds had
gone and the moon shone out so
coati sett him mighty plain- too
plain.
• efere-Tecumseh's broken English
failed to describe what took place.
PLUM B INO
for Bret Olast Plumbing and
Gas Fitting see •
ERNESEDT AUNIOARD
Zit/metes Carefully given. Jobbing
p•clalty. Old phone 2165.
got the man-smellogot mad and hoist-
ed himself on his haunches ready for
a fight, evidently making no, calcu-
lations as to what he was going to .it
down in. His tee quickly worked
down through the outer coat of dead
ashes. Not ,to be outdone the under
coat, of ashes weekly worked up
through the tail. Tp say here Bruin
got mad would be putting it mildly.
SOME NEW SUBSCRIBERS
The East Tennessee Telephone Company Are Now
Distributing Their New Directory, But Report the Following
New Subscribers Added While Directory Was in Press:
Amyett, W. E., res. 612
Adams.
807. Buckner, Mrs. J. M., res. 8..19
Jefferson.
977, Buckingham, T. E.. res. 614
Madison.
1665-a, Branner, (Scores', res. tile
North Eighth.
979. Dumpus, Cornelius, res. 716
Clark.
106 S- a. Brannon, Mary, res. 7 1 e
Harris.
1248-a, County Jail, Sixth and
Clark.
62-5, Champion. John, res. 34as-
sac.
2662-a, Cheek, Mrs. John S., rtli.
=1 North Seventh.
1e53-a, Collie, Fannie. re.. Kelley
street.
701-a, Dunn. Mrs. Arthur, res. 12..
South Fifteenth.
190, Geboe,Vtrge, res. 503% South
Third.
1514-a, DeJarnett. R. L., res. 218
Clark.
1068-r. Dodeon, Addle, reg. 821
North Seventh.
1110, Davis, Mary, res. 516 Trim-
ble.
Fleming. J. W., res. 0•Oren-
vIlle.
485-r. rowler J. P. Saloon feecond
atel Kentucky avenue.
1137-a,Gray. Anna. rte. 1228 Mon
roe.
1350. °revery, 0. L., res. Arcadia
949, -Gem Mrs. Overton, res. 318
North Tenth.
1694-r, 'Harris. L. P., Ces. 102S North
Twelfth.
1833. Hegarty, 'Frank B.. res.
South Fifth.
8611-a, Holt. 0. A., res. 1021 Lin
coin avenue.
811-1. Houser, A. G.. rye North
Th I rt y-second street.
926. )rs. B. IC. Hughes, res. 12,3
Salem avenue.
956, Hale, Minnie, 711 South Fifth
street.
e34-5, Hulls J. IL, res : Lone Oak
read,
724-a, Hall and /antic rson mimeo
warehouse Third and Monroe.
1 Mb, Mows% Amore*, res. 804;
iiarria.
7143-a. Ingram Herman 318
:Ruth Tenth.
97S-aeJones, Frank. res 44)6 South
ventb.
1672-r, Kent, S. G., res. 415 South
Seventh.
1647, Lee, J. H., res. 1216 TelIng s-
see,
944-a, Lindsay, J. A.. res. 7417 Ten.
lessee,
ee26„ Moyhugh, Miss Alma, res. 917
North extb. •
1843-a. McCarty, R K. res. 719
South Tenth.
2236-1. Mattison, Mrs. Jae, Wu-
kiesville road.
968-4, Neel El wood, res. Metropolis
road.
557-r. Nichols, Jas.. rev Int North
Twelfth.
694, sPatton. Earl. laundry. Seventh
and Adams
1872, Philipps, 'R. B.. Afton
tielgh La.
999, Puryear, C. X- res. 126 1-2
North Fifth.
2676, Parker, A. M.. res. 42.8 South
Eighth.
790, Ray. Andre*. res. 14(4 Clay
1:,61. Roach, Miss Beulah, res. 2.; ;
Hayes avenue.
10'.11-a, Royal, lebtil, res. 121)1 (ley(
land avenue.
I123-r. Sanderson, J. B., res. 1405
Madison.
le62-a, Se Johns, Wm., res. 829
Scuth Tenth.
.14-04, Stoner. Oscar, res. 519 North
'Twelfth,
1672-a, Stringfellow, Josh'. res. 417
South Seventh.
127, Seeders; Dr. W. H.. res. Area-
811, Selig, 0. M.. res 124 South
Seventh.
Wee Southaide Pressing Club, 403
1-2 Broadway.
687. Sadler, S. R.. Fraternity Bldg.
P941-a. Smith Premier Typewrite,
(70.. Trueheart Buldg.
937-r, Sanders, Lucy. res. 12Jeo
Men roe,
8e16-r, Walters & Jones 4171r060,
822 Clark.'
7s4-1s NyoOd, Rope, res. 812 South
Fifth.
Kennedy', Laxative Cough Syrup acts
Promptly yet gently on the bowe)s.
through wtilch the cold is forced out
of the systete, and at the same elate





Uodertaken by Local Chapter
.1t. IL I). C.
Hobert K. Lee Building !wager Or-
ganised and sets to Work of
The lirouuth.
OFFIt'fratel AND 4,0191ITTEES.
Cutler direction of Mrs. Louise
Maxweli, chairman for West Ken-
tucky of the educational departne.wa.
.1 D. C., the techool itnprovement
league of the Robert E. Lee building
has been formed, with 22 in. nthers,
and other leagues sill be formed to
,the city. The Lee building league,
which is already at work putting rich
spit on the yard to promote vegeta-
Oen, will meet again Wednesday ev-
ening. April lee at :1:45 o'clock at the
buthitng. and anybody interested is
invited to attend.
The following officers were aceted
at the meeting yetterday afternoon:
Ptesident--Professor C. M. Calvin,
principal; Vice Pi-teed-vie, airs. George
lebnhard; Secretary and TreaStirer.
Mrs. Hattie Meyers. Press. Mrs. C. E
Purcell.
The following committees havs
been appaintede. 
Sewerage Committee -Profesewr
Calvin. chairman: Mill. Louie F.
Kolb, Jr., Mrs.- Lelia Wade Lewis
Mte, Hattie Meyers -and Miatele A.
Wilcox. Mrs. T. J. Potter.
Yard Committee-- --Miss Lillian Bur -
dine, chairman. Miss 0,atherine
Thomas, Mrs. M. G. Sales, Mrs. Joe-
eeh Gardner and Mrs. 'Lena Ham.
Membership committee - Ms
Catherine Thomas. chairman; Mrs
Wysong. Mrs. Hersey Bailey. Mt*
Hattie Meyers and Mrs. Spence. -
Window box commItte--- Mee El-
len Wiltax. chairman; Mrs. Wilmot"
Rooks, Mrs. George Lehnhard ane
Moe Spence Mrs. tiehelte..
House committee Profeseor J. M
Calvin" chain:nen: Mre. telien Wilcox
Miss 'Lillian Beeline, Miss Cittherles
Thorne., miss Mary Itondurant. Mi.*
Audrey Taylor, Mrs Lena Ham atid
Vita; Jessie Cloys. Miss Palmer.
-M owe 
TELLS TALE OF PIRACY.
Cabin Boy. (look and Sailer Charged
With Murder of Ship's Officers
Victoria. B. C.: April 9.-Roeking
with the atmosphere of the days of
Pirates, recalling the swish of the cut-
lass sad the plank walking days of
the sea wolves., Is the story brougsbt
by the steamship Materna, which
reached this port last night. The
tale is that of the Ill-fated schooner
Neuvre Tigre, of Callao. flying the
Italian flag. Jackson, a 14-year-old
cabin bey, forced to work by the
Pirates, has made a confession. ofil- Louisville
cers of the Marama say. Mt. Cannel
"The ship was fourteen miles off Nashville  
Callao," the boy said, "when Joseph
Mortimer, the cook, rushed at the




















but the mate jumped up and took to Paducah
the rigging. There he hung like i.
treed coon, afraid' to come down and
he could not go higher._ Then the
cook waited at the companionway
for the sktpper. When the old man
emerged the Belgian cracked him on
the bead with the hatchet. Then he
turned his attention to the mats. He
got a gua4 and, aiming at the mate.
ordered him to jump overboard. The
Mate had little choice, but preferred
to drown. So he leaped Into the set.
"Then the cook turned to the skip-
per, who had partially recovered from
th'e blow. 'Overboard with you.'
yelled the Belgian. The !skipper beg-
ged hards bel it was no use. The Bel-
gian kicked. him info the sea. I threw
him a plank, andewas threatened with
death for the act, But I promised to
work and I was permitted to re
main."
The vessel, with her nose turned to
Australia, was %Irked off the Gil-
bert group and the nititinous
the conk. J. Taylor. and the knibin
boy, got ashore. The vessel'. was
found by the, Marama and the murder
and piracy was reported - at Suva,
where the three were arrested. They
may be sent to Callao for trial. The
skipper and the mate owned the selp.
At the Kentucky.
"A !lavisher Romance- is the bill
tenight at the Kentucky, by the 111114
colispany: s-play In which Mr. Nat
Goodwin starred for several 'emotes.
It is wore to be one of the most pleas-
Inr of their repertoire. , Tomorrow
night the ladles will Se admitted free
under usual conditions, to see the
beautiful old ktve etary„ "East Lynne.'
and on Saturday night the feature
picoluetion will be repeated by special
request of B M. Moseley, president of
the °entre/ Lithos' union: "Margin-
humanity." This will give ell classes
o' labor a chance to See this great
production-the story of omit& atilt
111b01
The only harmless fools are those












  41.7 1.1 ris• 
37.4 1.3 rise
Some Remarkably Special Values
for Friday and Saturday Selling
We are still sticking to our policy of giving the
people better values for less money than it's
possible to get elsewhere. .• • • •
Mercerized Cotton Chilton
50 pieces of White Mercerized Cotton
Chiffon, a fabric that can be need in
many ways, especially for "n ee
dresses." It is full 40 inches wide
and worth 25e a yard; special Friday
and Saturday, per yard. 1211C
25 pieces quite a little better tl an
the 25e quality. 40 inches wide, will





15 pieces of flue French Organdie, a
most desirahre quality at 35c • yard,
Friday and Satardey, pied
-
White Persian Lawn
In pieces of that lemons 40 inches
White Persian Lawn that we have
sold salnuch of, This is the last lot
we will put on sale at, yard .. 15C
Plain White Nainsook
20 pieces only of that floe, soft Nain-
cook that we sold a care of a few
weeks ago We secured about 120
pieces more, and while we could easily
Lret 20c a yard for this goods we offer
it 'at, per yard....12  L c
• French and Embroidered
Oingbams
One lot of French and Embroidered
t/ingbams, good colors, nest designs
and splendid quality; -some slightly
soiled; worth up to 35c a yard, ?ri-
de% and Saturday, per yard- 1 2 C
Real Jap China
1 lot of teal Jap China, iplesdid ae-
Dios, of various kinds, snob as pin
trays, powder boxes and ancit-12
different kinds; dainty dee goods.
Special Friday and Saturday,
each. 10C
Remnants
A lot of Dress Goode and other remnants at about ha;f price.
---- The Daylight Store
 ETTR71--. Ipozrap sent k ror--21-tierter
Made while you wait. Looks like nett a•Inet
The unusual sight of three 111th
eerbor tugs tak nt; a harem of (mai
•ach from a !Its, tow Dancing the cit)
ia mid river was witnessed yeeterda)
when the tugs. llottn•e, _Kuttsea aud
elary N. went out to (tool the W. W.
eNeil, te big towlmat carr•ing a tow
)1 forty pieces to New Orleans for the
ittsbure Cual cempany, The little
wets received the Padutah cons:gee
nine without &laying the tilg tow VI
ay extent.
The river 'a Me aday• creeping up.
te water on the gage eholving a stage
if- :17.4 this morning '.which is a rise
of 1.3 since yeeterdav
The Ewen came in lee snit' from
• seak'ne "p in the
celebration. Capt. Hoye., It. rr• matt
(Abu was aye:state to Capt. Guy Walk-
er. the Blairs pilot, returned th.s
morning and remented his regular tin-
I.011 Mt, 111-k Yowler.
The Mildred 5 doe in from Colbert
h os le (oiay.
It is rumored in river circles today
•
NINETY AND NINE
Just now when some weak
kneed merchants are suffer-
ing of a complication of
buck-ague and timidity, let-
ting up on their efforts to
push business, the man of
action is getting more busi-
ness than ever before. I,ast
month The Sun increased
its average circulation 99
subscribers. What did it?
Going After It!
i apt Bilneo• resigned
his ve-ition as pilot oa the Dick Fow-
ler
The Martha 114-eaen weal--In Jopp.a
ti is morning with stow of ties
The pica Fowler gut out with cee
ore flying for Cairo this morning. .
eeord breaking time of 16 hours.
Capt. Caere Davis was in the conning
toItheea* 1::tines after It w of coal for III.*
Ti • Waiter left this Morning for
West Kentiti•Ity Coal company, Cap-
tains Advil and Strdth we're her pilots.
The lieleo Blair came in yeeterday Inkloied big business )4*.
on her return trip from.--Shtloh. whets t r,r1yaietmind todayo t on it.carhegelar trips
etc eareed vletirsinSiSte 10 the annual 
fii, Go
The John S. Hopkins was the Cy-
• n•rille packet today.
The Is la from the Teenesseeolih
. Thei.Nr,la ild hook sjets today for,. e 
('timberland 
'not Condor went back light to Joe.
pi, this morning after bringing in a
• ew yesterday.
o Ferecarte.
The Ohio at Ceassville. will begin
fril:tig this afternoon of tonight, and
(lel for several dlak. At Mt. Thy-
me, w;11 euntlawe rising for I f hour
thek ram At Pallecah and Cairo, will
conenue rieleg three days, Machine
39 feet at Paducah. and 44 feet at
Chirp by Saturday.
The Tennessee at Florence will fee
dertng the next 311„ hours At River-
too, not mu.it change tonight. then
fell. At Joho•OhrIlle.. will continue
rising 24 to 35 hours.
The Miceiesippi from below Sr
Louie to lartnteateP1 'runtimes rising
for two dant.
The Wabash at Mt. Carmel, will rise
ghtly durng the next 36 hours.
Per eels, upsets.. brettew hums, rheumatic
sad all other plow. het IIII•Leau't V nicante.
tonswient. Vinit sold In 1W4, stilt Lb,. a.m."
.11..11••• rexi0.111 Is MS flood tor mito
twast. 16e.. No. sad Min.
rum viltsv Wow.
lemeiter Asked on Grtiond That
4 lett *revved Refasten.
Grand Rapid'. Mph • /WV 9- --
Judge Knappen, of the United States
district court, sentenced the Stearns
Salt and Lumber company, of budIng-
Ione Mich.. to pay a fine of 120.001.1
for faceepting rebates from the Pere
garteuette railroad on Welber Ship-
ment& The Sae was Imposed upon
President Fusty,' S. etearnes, twine-
'tenting the company. The eompato
was indicted by the March federal.,
grand loin on 20 counts.chargloit
eeptan• of rebates from the Pere
railroad on lumber ship-
ments from Ludington to Toledo.
Two weeks ago the company en-
tered I plea of guilty. Clemency wa-,
meted Oa the ground that the rebates
went accepted for the min/peer by
clerks without the knomledee of the
company Itself. The rebate,' amount
ed to only a few hundred dollar*
Judge Knappen In reaming sentence
Inflicted the minimum fine of 81,000
on each count, making 120,000 in all
The maximum possibility was a fine
of $400,094.
The week man he the wellimasigroe
atsa.
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